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THE INTRUDER 

PETER NEWALL 

 

Snow had collected on the trees beside the road, soft clotted snow that 

filled every fork and lay thickly along the bare branches. Just in front of where 

Bruckner was standing, it had piled so heavily on a thicket of birch saplings 

that they bent over to make a small bluish grotto. Beyond, flat white fields 

stretched away to a vague horizon. At Bruckner’s feet a rank of short, sharp-

pointed twigs stuck up out of the snow. They looked oddly threatening; he 

stepped a half-pace back from them.  

The black Mercedes stood quietly on the road behind him, faint steam 

rising from its warm bonnet like a horse after a long gallop on a cold day. 

Two wedges of snow were trapped beneath the angled windscreen wipers, 

but his speed had swept the rest of the car clean. Its duco was startlingly hard 

and shiny, like a metal beetle’s carapace, between the soft white ground and 

the featureless white sky.  

Bruckner noticed the silence most. It was not the absence of noise that 

is called silence in the city, but something more, palpable, heavy and muffling. 

It seemed both to descend from the heavily clouded sky and rise up from the 

snowy ground. He strained his ears, and still heard nothing. Then a crow 

somewhere behind him cawed; the silence swallowed the harsh, rasping 

sound and seemed deeper than before.  

His breath hung visible in the air. His fingers began to feel chilled, and 

he punched his gloved hands together. He could not tell where the sun lay 

behind the cloud. The light, a diffuse glare, seemed to come from everywhere. 

He thought of the scene painted on those Russian lacquered boxes, a pearl-

white sky like this one, black crows walking on the snow and sitting in the 
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leafless birch trees; but in that picture there is in the distance a village with a 

wooden church, there is a refuge from the snow, a direction home. Here there 

was no church, no building at all, nothing more than fields on all sides, with a 

shadowy grey treeline far away on his right. As he looked in that direction he 

saw the crow, flying fast and soundlessly away to the south, leaving him 

standing alone beside the road.  

Bruckner felt the day pressing down on him. The space between the 

snowy ground and the low sky was too narrow. The landscape, the whole 

plain, was telling him that there was no room for him here, that he should go 

away and leave the sky and the earth to embrace each other privately.  

He walked round behind the car and opened the driver’s door. His feet 

were heavy; he looked down to see his shoes thickly caked in snow. He kicked 

most of it off against the front tyre before getting in, slamming the door and 

pressing the starter. 

As he drove away, snowflakes began to appear on the windshield, and 

he turned on the wipers. Their regular sweep segmented the view ahead like 

slices of pie. After a little while the sky began to lose its glaring whiteness, 

turning mauve along the eastern horizon. The afternoon was quickly drawing 

to a close, although by the clock on the dashboard it was not yet four. 

Even now that he was back in the car, the feeling of being unwelcome 

out here on the plain oppressed Bruckner. To dispel it, he turned on the 

radio. He twisted the knob through static until he found a station, but it was 

playing music by a jazz orchestra. It did not suit his mood. He clicked it off 

and drove on in silence.  

In the space of ten minutes the day slid from afternoon into evening. 

The sky became grey, and all around the horizon was purple. The snow-

covered fields in the distance were no longer white but a murky shadow.  
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He came to a railway crossing, the diagonal red-striped sign hovering 

in the air, its white pole almost invisible. Bruckner tried to imagine a train 

here, charging across the flat empty plain. An overnight express, with a rapidly 

flickering horizontal line of yellow windows, a glimpse of rosy-faced well-fed 

passengers in the buffet car, a flurry of besmirched snow in its wake as it 

roared off into the evening. Or a rusty goods engine grinding sparks from the 

rails, followed by an interminable parade of identical squat black carriages 

smelling of coal beating a repetitive rhythm over the crossing points.     

But there was none of that; pausing with the car halfway across, 

Bruckner looked up and down the railway line and saw only the parallel metal 

scars running through the snow, east and west, as far as he could see in the 

dimming light. Even the wooden sleepers were invisible. He bumped carefully 

across the tracks and accelerated down the road. 

He flicked on the headlights, and it was immediately dusk, the beams 

cutting a tunnel through the gathering darkness. Something leapt and ran off 

on the edge of his vision, at the side of the road – a fox? Probably, thought 

Bruckner, and wished he had seen it properly; a fox in its winter coat, 

something you did not see in the city. Foxes had been here long before there 

were roads or railway lines, before there were cities or even villages, before 

there were people. Perhaps the foxes were waiting patiently until the humans, 

the occupying army, and all their houses and bridges and cars and guns and 

dogs went away again, and things returned to their normal condition. When 

you thought about it, men were intruders here, temporary, unwanted by any 

except their own kind. It was not surprising he had felt more and more 

unwelcome the deeper he had driven into this plain. Perhaps the ancient 

forces that governed this old land were even now conspiring with the birds 
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and animals, their totems and familiars, to get rid of us all, he thought, all at 

once or simply one by one.   

He remembered the flask of brandy in the glove compartment, and 

straight away wanted a drink; it was not that he was cold, the heating in the 

car worked well, but he wanted something to cut through the atmosphere 

created by the muffling snow, the darkness, and the bleak sameness of the 

countryside that he could feel, rather than see, all around him. No, not until I 

stop, he thought, not while I’m driving, I have to keep alert. He fumbled in 

the map pocket in the door for a packet of chewing gum. 

He could see no more than the road ahead and the boles of the trees 

that advanced toward him one after another as his headlights reached them. 

The fields on either side had been overtaken by night and lay invisible to the 

traveller bound to the road.  

The cloudy sky had sat low enough over the land during the afternoon, 

but now it was dark it seemed to press down entirely flat; if you left the road 

there would scarcely be room to stand. There were no hills, no towers, 

nothing to hold the level earth and the heavy blanketing sky apart. He 

frowned, moved his shoulders inside his overcoat, and, hunching forward over 

the wheel, drove on. He noticed after a time that the trees had stopped 

advancing into his headlights. Now he was driving across the open plain, 

unsheltered, entirely exposed.  

Perhaps half an hour later a hazy paleness appeared in the darkness far 

away in the west. Then a sickle moon, low in the sky, showed through a tear 

in the clouds. It will set soon, Bruckner thought, and then the whole plain will 

be utterly black, there will be only my headlights holding the whole thing at 

bay.  
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Humans had made this road to allow them to master the plain. By day, 

it lay across the landscape, a black stripe. At night, it was invisible except 

when headlights, long white streamers that appeared in advance of the sound 

of any engine, reached along it, lit it, and then, turning red, went quickly away 

again, leaving the road dark once more. A driver at night could not know 

what happened to the road after his car had passed. Was it accepted back 

into the night landscape, becoming part of the silent plain again, or did the 

asphalt-coated strip remain a pariah to the fields and forests, marked out as 

alien, like an embassy, always treated as foreign soil?   

The feeling came over Bruckner that however fast he drove this warm, 

humming car through the darkness he was not getting anywhere. He could 

see himself as if from miles above, like an ant crawling across a sheet, 

thinking he was moving but in truth remaining immobile, his ambition 

laughable against the scale of the plain stretching all around him. The road 

unrolled in front of him like a treadmill. Nothing changed. He knew that in 

Russia you could drive for days without seeing anything, but he had not 

expected this unbroken empty flatness in Europe, even in its eastern marches. 

And although he had only been driving for five or six hours he began to 

wonder, idly at first but then finding it harder to push the idea away, whether 

he had taken the wrong road hours before, out here where there were no 

guards or checkpoints, and had driven without realising it over the border 

into Lithuania or White Russia. How far would he have to drive on now before 

he came to somewhere, before he could find out where he was?    

And with only blackness and silence around him, he felt uneasily as if 

time might have shifted too. In the middle of all this vast darkness, he could 

almost believe that the old Sarmatia – its hunters and fishers, its shallow 

sandy waterways, its longhouses and palisades wreathed in smoke, its old 
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language, perhaps even its old gods – was all still here, undisturbed in the 

invisible countryside filling the great spaces between the straight-ruled roads. 

He hadn't seen another car for hours. Perhaps he’d passed through another 

kind of border, and had become lost in time as well as space?  

Bruckner shook his head irritably. It’s only because it is night that you 

entertain this nonsense, he told himself. Driving by day you don’t think like 

this, because even in the most remote spot you can always see something, a 

village church or a crossroad or even just a tractor standing in a field, you see 

it approach and you see it pass by and you know you are getting somewhere, 

and most likely more or less where you are. It is only in this boundless 

darkness that you begin to imagine you might be nowhere. The fact is you 

are driving down a good hard-surfaced road built by our people, it appears 

on maps, it crossed a railway line at a crossing point some way back. It is a 

road that runs precisely from A to B, and you are between A and B, that’s all, 

you are somewhere, you are not nowhere.  

There was certainly a point A, clearly marked on the map; he had 

checked out of a hotel there that morning. Not that it was anywhere of 

significance, just another medium-sized town on a medium-sized river, with a 

reasonably well-known late Gothic cathedral and the childhood house of a 

reasonably well-known early Baroque composer. He had strolled round its Old 

Town square the evening before, and driven through its outskirts, not any less 

grimy under fresh snow, that morning, without any desire to return to the 

place. And there was a point B, too. That was not marked on any map, but it 

existed nevertheless, a place exactly ten kilometres past Edytkau, where, he’d 

been told, a black Mercedes like his own would be parked just off the road, 

and where he would give the briefcase on the passenger seat to the man who 

was waiting there to collect it.  
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Bruckner reassured himself in that way, but he could not entirely shake 

off a sense of vulnerability, driving alone across this vast plain under this 

black sky, a vulnerability to this ancient place and to whatever ancient magic 

might be at work around him, or against him; the feeling that the landscape 

was inimical to him, to humans generally, was disturbingly strong. 

The snow had stopped. He switched off the wipers and increased his 

speed. There were trees beside the road again, pines, black and dense-

branched, layered with white. More trees appeared to be ranked behind them; 

he was driving through a forest. His eyes felt dry, and he wound down the 

driver’s window and let a rush of air into the car. He quickly closed it again 

because the freezing air scraped his face like glasspaper, but even so, a sharp 

smell of wet pine needles stung his nostrils. He blinked and sneezed.  

And just then a great dark shape flew swiftly and low across his 

headlight beams, close, just in front of the bonnet. Bruckner was so startled 

that he wrenched the wheel. The big car swerved, and even as he thought, ‘an 

owl, that’s what it was,’ and then something he’d been told once, ‘owls are 

much bigger in flight than you think,' he felt a heavy blow just beside his ear. 

There was a crashing noise and a blast of cold air. He twisted the wheel back 

the other way, but there were two or three more blows, the steering wheel 

punched him hard in the chest, and he heard, or felt, a sharp double crack 

somewhere inside him. He was aware the car had stopped, just as he was 

aware that his mouth was full of some warm liquid and that it was spilling out 

down his chin.   

That didn't happen, he thought, it simply didn't happen, I will go back 

five seconds to where I was, driving down the middle of the road. I don't 

accept this, he said to himself, but in that same moment moved into 

accepting it, realising everything was completely different. His life had 
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stopped being the connected-up life of the schoolboy and university student 

and engineer and Party member who was driving down a road in the night, 

on just one of many, many nights in that long connected life. It had changed 

into a new life, a very recently begun life, the life of the man stuck behind the 

wheel of a smashed car. And now this new life, this immobility, this pain 

which he could see hovering somewhere above his legs, or somewhere in 

front of or behind his chest, was the only real life he had ever had, and its 

moments, unendurably long, filled his whole memory, his whole existence. 

Bruckner understood everything, without needing to think about it, to 

weigh it; of course he would not see his wife, or his home city, or even 

another car, ever again, such ideas were nonsensical, life was much narrower 

than that, and those things were irrelevant, useless to him anyway, all that 

was important, all that was his life, was trying to get breath into his chest, 

everything in the whole world was concentrated just on that, and having done 

it once he let the breath out, which hurt a great deal, and immediately had to 

draw the breath in again, which hurt even more. There was some sort of 

reality in the small pieces of shattered glass on the dashboard, right in front 

of his eyes, and he could still feel cold air on one side of his face, but that 

was unimportant and fell away too, and all there was, was the need for 

breath, trying to draw a breath in, but it couldn't be done, it didn't matter 

anyway, even breath was part of another life, a life that was long over, and he 

could stop breathing now, stop needing to breathe, stop altogether with all of 

it. 

The car sat tilted on its four wheels just off the road, steam still coming 

from under the crumpled hood. One headlight pointed up into the sky at an 

angle, like a beacon, but not a signal of distress, rather a monument to 

something that had passed, that had already ended. 
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A fox trotted across the road and stood, watching the wrecked car, its 

tongue lolling as it sniffed at the smells of petrol and oil and heated rubber, 

detecting the scent of blood mixed in with them. Its breath rose in little 

clouds in the night air. After a minute it turned its back and disappeared into 

the black trees. 
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THERE IN THE CRUSTED SNOW 

HELEN MARIE CASEY 

 

There in the crusted snow, that bent piece of wood is, 

for a moment, perhaps a deer, perhaps a fawn, nudging  

into the snowbank, learning to endure snow, ice, solitude,  

and then it isn't living at all, this mirage creature, that does not 

extend its tongue to taste the cold, does not turn to listen, does 

not inhale the stars, lick fingers, dream of love in the snow. 

 

Coyotes cease their cry. The owl is still. You and I listen as if 

heartbeats can fill the air with their own mystery and magic, 

you and I inside the quiet house, quilts warm, secure, our breath 

a bridge, our arms a fortress. We lock the doors. We stir the embers. 

Before we close the blinds, we look again for what isn't there, 

what might be there, and the darkness that encloses us. 
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NOTHING MORE 

HELEN MARIE CASEY 

 

Wind steals letters, boxes, newspapers, tosses them 

away and the delivery man chases them, hugs them, 

returns them to his cart, smiling and content. Such is 

the beginning of mystery, of why, once more, cosmic  

tricks tackle us. We do our best. We cannot know when  

or why days of mischief rush us, trick us, let go, or hold  

us tight. We cannot know how hard the fight will be,  

the one we choose to make now or not now.   

 

We are like squirrels chasing each other upstairs, 

in the attic, where they do not belong, escaping traps  

of every kind, larking around in the dark, content.  

You and I string words, beacons in the night, to hold  

like fetishes, words that work the way a trapeze does, 

swinging low and high and back again, a net to save us 

when we need saving, to lift us up again because we hear 

You are my everything. Nothing more is needed. Nothing. 
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WHEN WE WERE TWENTY-THREE 

PHILIP JACOBSEN 

 

 Martina and I walked by the buffalo enclosure in Golden Gate Park. I 

hadn’t thought anything of her going back to her hometown the week prior; it 

was early enough in our relationship that I wasn’t reliant on her presence. But 

she held my hand like she was in a long, complicated book. Much to say. Far 

from conclusions.  

With the steady voice of practice, Martina said: I think you should know, 

my ex-husband died. His funeral was last week. That’s why I was out of town.  

She said it as if saying: I have a cat you’ll never see. She exists. This is 

her litter box. 

I stayed silent, not wanting to interrupt the privacy she shared by saying 

something asinine. I wanted to tell her I found a wedding ring in a drawer in 

her dresser. I denied myself asking why she kept it. I was embarrassed that the 

thought even crossed my mind. 

 I pretended to read the plaque regarding the buffalo. They were given 

this field. Fenced off and safe. They hadn’t risen up, annexing the land in protest. 

It’s a private place to preserve. By my count, there were five in the space. They 

didn’t fight each other for space. They just lay in their field, soft and sleeping. 
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QUEEN OF FLOWERS, ACRYLIC ON CARDBOARD, 30X40 

CM, 2019 

DOMINIQUE DÈVE 
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PRONE TO WANDER 

FREDRIC KOEPPEL 

 

 Sally Kallacy was a pretty, fair-haired girl who, no matter how much 

kindness was done for her, ran off to points unknown over and again, as if 

she had no gratitude. When she remained at home for any reasonable 

amount of time, she lived out with her aunt and uncle near Snowshoe Creek 

in a farmhouse sagging from age and neglect in the midst of willows and 

sycamores. This was the house where Sally’s mother and three sisters grew 

up. Of them all, only Aunt Milly was alive; the other three were taken by 

accident, suicide and cancer, in that order, drowned, shot and eaten away. If 

Sally was around long enough, she went to high school in Coffeetown, but 

her transcript read like a paean to truancy. Oh, she was smart, all right, but 

her teachers despaired of her and the other students hardly knew her. When 

rumors circulated that Sally Kallacy had returned from wherever she had been, 

when people reported that she had been sighted sitting on the porch of the 

Old Place or in town at the post office or gassing up Uncle Micah’s truck, 

then she was gossiped about with awe and envy, at least by the young 

people. Adults tended to say, “Why don’t she just stay where she went and be 

done with it? Or give it up and stay home?” She would show up at school, 

right in the middle of the day, wearing torn up jeans and a black t-shirt, her 

hair tied back with a piece of knotted leather, and sit down in a chair in a 

classroom, carrying a piece of paper and a pencil. She seemed not to care 

what classroom it was. What could the teachers say except, “Welcome back, 

Sally Kallacy”?      

 She was 10 the first time she lit out, a scrawny kid in shorts and a tank-

top, carrying a peanut butter and jelly sandwich, a chocolate chip cookie and 
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a denuded Barbie doll. She crossed the road, made it as far as the creek, sat 

down, ate her lunch, threw the doll into the stream and busted out crying. 

That moment of regret seemed to be the last she ever suffered. Sally’s 

wandering swung into high gear when she was 14, still a somewhat boyish 

girl but growing more womanly. There was nothing feral about her. Sally was 

well-spoken and courteous and helpful; there was nothing about her of 

disdain or self-regard. You just couldn’t keep her in one spot for any rational 

number of weeks or months. As years went by, people would ask her, if she 

was home for a spell, “Sally Kallacy, why are you always off somewhere? Why 

can’t you stay put?” And she would respond, “I don’t know. I guess I’m just 

prone to wander. It’s in me like breath and bone. Sometimes I feel like I’m 

going to burst if I can’t be on my way.” If people continued the conversation 

by saying, “What if your Aunt Milly and Uncle Micah sickened and died while 

you were off wandering? What then?” she would return: “We all have to die. 

Even you. Even me.” For our town, standing in the middle of rolling hills 

covered with pastures and cornfields, this was a remarkable display of 

fatalism.  

 From the age of 14 until she was 18, Sally Kallacy abandoned the safety 

of her home and her neighbors 20 times more or less. Somebody would 

come into Jerrod’s Home Stop at 7 a.m. for coffee and a doughnut and say, 

“Well, you’ll never guess who I saw up on the highway headed east, backpack 

slung up, right thumb in the air. I guess Sally’s headed out again.” Headed 

out to where? We seldom knew. East, west. North, south. She seemed 

indifferent as to the direction or destination. Once, a postcard arrived, 

addressed just to Coffeetown. The picture side showed a composite of sights 

in New York City: Statue of Liberty, Empire State Building, the Rockettes, Wall 

Street, that aircraft carrier. On the side reserved for proper sentiments, it said: 
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“Miss Y’all! Love, Sally.” We wondered, did she? Meeman Lockhart, mayor of 

Coffeetown at the time, stuck that postcard to a bulletin board at city hall 

with a blue thumbtack. A week later, Sally Kallacy slid down from the cab of 

an 18-wheeler at the truck-stop, brushed herself off and went inside to get a 

fountain Coke and a Snickers bar. It had started to snow, and she had no 

winter coat. She was all of 16. 

We worried about her, naturally we did. “I can take care of myself,” she 

said, when we expressed our concerns, but she was little more than a child 

when she started wandering, and even as a teenager she was a slight, wiry 

thing, though always the prettiest damn girl. That was part of the problem, of 

course, that a slight, pretty, fair-haired girl was off by herself on the highways 

and byways of America, the landscape and cities fraught with dangers for one 

such as her. How would she defend herself against the predation of boys and 

men, against tricksters and pickpockets, hucksters and carnies, even against 

hunger and thirst? How much adventure could she undertake and not emerge 

distressed and damaged? 

We found out the night Lila Shifrin got a phone call from someone 

who whispered, “Lila? Hey. It’s Sally. Can you come pick me up?” 

Lila said, “Who?” 

“Sally Kallacy. I need a ride home from Pewsdale. Can you come get 

me?” 

Now Pewsdale is a village some 90 miles north of Coffeetown, and it 

was one in the morning and Lila really didn’t know Sally Kallacy all that well, 

their being in different grades and Sally seldom at school, but Lila said, “Yeah, 

I’m on my way. Tell me where.” She snuck the keys to her mother’s 

boyfriend’s Camaro and got to Pewsdale by three, driving on a learner’s 

permit. Sally stood under a street light in front of the drug store. The rest of 
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the village was dark as the night of the Flood. Sally had a black eye, a 

mashed-up cheek and bloody lip and a broken wrist. Somebody had cut her 

hair with what must have been a pair of manicure scissors.  

Lila said, “You look like shit.” She was smoking a cigarette because the 

occasion seemed to call for it. 

Sally said, “Feel that way too. You mind if I sleep? And put out that 

fucking cigarette.” 

While Sally slept in the back seat, Lila bypassed Coffeetown and drove 

all the way to the city, reaching the emergency clinic at the medical center at 

six a.m.  One of the orderlies on duty had gone to Coffeetown High. “Take 

care of this child,” he told the staff. “This here is a celebrity.” She looked like a 

child, all right, a child that had been beaten half to death. And, they found 

out, raped, tied up. All she remembered was seeing Lake Michigan from the 

window of a motel, the smell of Red Bull and somebody popping popcorn in 

a microwave. Ever after, the smell of that artificial butter would make her gag. 

Sally spent the rest of the summer out at the Old Place, doing small 

chores, cooking a little, letting her hair grow back and studying for the GED 

since a regular diploma seemed to be a wash-out. She didn’t come into town, 

didn’t talk to anyone except Aunt Milly and Uncle Micah. She slept in her 

mother’s old room, with the light on. In August, she walked three miles out to 

Jim Thrasher’s farm and asked if she could start riding one of the horses in 

return for cleaning its stall and brushing it down. He said, “Sure Sally, glad to 

oblige, but be careful, O.K.?” His implication was clear: “We don’t want you 

getting hurt again.”  

The horse’s name was Ozzie, and within a few weeks Sally moved him 

to the shed behind the Old Place. A branch of the county junior college had 

opened in Coffeetown, and Sally intended to take classes in accounting and 
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marketing. She spent a weekend in Uncle Micah’s truck driving back and forth 

and stomping around on foot until she figured out how she could ride Ozzie 

to town without having him set foot on any highways except at one point 

where she had to cross Route 303 to get from one field to another. That’s 

how she rode to the junior college three days a week, leaving Ozzie hitched 

to a railing in the town square. Of course people said, “Why can’t she just 

drive to school like a normal person?” Which means they didn’t know Sally all 

that well. 

You’d have to be a moron to believe in love at first sight, but that’s 

what seemed to happen to Sally Kallacy and Arbin Beller. Maybe it was 

because she had never had a boyfriend, or even been on a real date that we 

knew of. She wasn’t the type that any boy would ask to go to the prom, plus, 

who knew if she’d even be in town that night. When the band was tuning up, 

Sally could be halfway across America. Arbin taught the basic English courses, 

his first year out of graduate school. Sally walked into that classroom, put her 

books on the desk, turned around and saw him, and it must have been one 

of those moments like in a movie or a TV show. Bombs bursting in air and all 

that. Arbin, for his part, just stood there mumbling, holding a bunch of papers 

in his hand, then turned away, blushing. 

They were honest in their feelings but circumspect. They never touched 

each other, Sally never hung around Arbin’s office after hours, and they 

always called each other “Miss Kallacy” and “Mr. Bell.” Soon as that semester 

was over, though, they started to be seen together around town, and a few 

months later, Arbin moved out to the Old Place. Turned out he was handy 

with a hammer, saw and measuring tape. He replaced rotten eaves, shored up 

a sinking foundation at one corner, reworked the treads of the stairs and 

scraped, primed and painted the whole house. It hadn’t looked that good in a 
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hundred years. Arbin taught three courses a week, and Sally got a job as a 

waitress at a new Mexican restaurant on the square. She brought in business 

because everybody in town knew her or of her, even if they didn’t know a 

taco from a tostado.    

We wondered, though, those of us who had known Sally since she was 

born, what was going on in her heart and head. Anyone who saw Sally and 

Arbin walking down the street together, arm in arm, could tell they adored 

each other. We waited and pondered as a wedding date kept getting put off, 

or maybe a wedding date wasn’t even in the discussion. If you cornered Aunt 

Milly at the hardware store or laundromat and said, “When are Sally and 

Arbin gonna tie the knot,” she would reply, in her acerbic manner, “Why don’t 

you just leave them kids alone?” We didn’t even know if Arbin knew about 

Sally’s history of wandering, of leaving her loved ones behind to go off on 

unknown adventures, but how could he not? Her story was part of the air we 

breathed. It seemed, though, that the whole community was being 

circumspect, keeping their mouths shut, so as not to jinx things. Sometimes, 

we thought Arbin seemed nervous, as if he were treading on shifting sands of 

uncertainty, or maybe he couldn’t believe his good fortune, being Sally’s 

boyfriend. 

Well, good fortune runs out eventually, for all except a few, and those 

folks don’t live around here.   

You could say that the whole town watched Sally and Arbin for almost 

two years and held its breath all that time, waiting for what we thought would 

eventually happen. Not that those two showed any signs of tension or strain. 

Have mercy, they could not have seemed more in love. Still, it was almost a 

relief when early one Monday morning Arbin Beller’s car squealed to a stop in 

front of the sheriff’s office, scattering gravel over the sidewalk, and he rushed 
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inside with the news that Sally was missing. 

“When did she go off?” said Roy Buckincamp, glancing sideways at his 

deputies.  

“What do you mean ‘go off’?” said Arbin Beller. “She’s missing, nowhere 

at home, nowhere in town, I looked everywhere. Ozzie’s in the shed, she 

didn’t go riding.” 

“Uh-huh. Did she take her backpack? Did you check her possessions?”  

“Sheriff, what in hell is going on?” He pounded on the sheriff’s desk, 

knocked some warrants and tickets to the floor. The deputies looked 

elsewhere. “Sally is missing. She’s been in an accident or someone took her.” 

Tears clogged his voice. 

Roy Buckincamp cleared his throat. “Listen, Arbin, you sit down here for 

a minute, O.K.? Now just listen to me. Someone get this gentleman a glass of 

water.” Arbin slumped in the metal chair next to the sheriff’s desk. “You know 

that Sally Kallacy is a special person, a unique girl. Nobody like her ever lived 

around this county.” 

“I know, sure, unique doesn’t begin --” 

“So, my prediction, given her tendency, is that she’ll be back, maybe 

not for a few days or even a week or two, a month at most, but she’ll be 

back. She always shows up again. Ain’t that right, boys?” 

Murmurs of assent from the deputies. 

“I recommend that you go back out to the Old Place and wait. Talk to 

Aunt Milly, she’ll set you straight. Nobody knows Sally better than her.” 

“But she didn’t say anything. How could she --” 

“No, she wouldn’t,” said Roy Buckincamp. “Sally wouldn’t say anything.”   

That was six months ago. Winter set in again, wet and slushy. A torrent 

of ice brought down trees all across the county. Uncle Micah suffered a heart 
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attack firing up a chain saw and died in the ambulance on the way to the city. 

Arbin Beller and Aunt Milly live out at the Old Place, in a kind of mother and 

son arrangement, him taking the place of Uncle Micah so Milly has someone 

to talk to, her filling the loneliness left by Sally. We thought of him as the 

abandoned husband, though he and Sally never officially got married. Some 

things are more important than a piece of paper and a preacher’s old-

fashioned words.  

Arbin shows up once a week, usually on Wednesday, at the Mexican 

restaurant, the only spot in Coffeetown that boasts a real bar. He downs a few 

margaritas and starts to cry, because as the months go by, Sally seems ever 

more distant and intangible yet ever more perfect in his recollection. As if to 

counteract something evanescent and unreachable about her, he sobs, “She 

was real! She was real!” Everyone in the restaurant sighs and keeps their 

distance, while more than one of us in Coffeetown thinks, Maybe she wasn’t. 

Maybe we created her. Made her up for our own use. Couldn’t help watching 

her all those years, being scared and greedy. Considering the hardships and 

disappointments we endure as human beings, the winds and storms and 

tempests that shake us like rotten branches and bow us down to the ground, 

who would not want to wander the great terrible world like Sally Kallacy? 

Who would not want to be that foolish and that fearless?  
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KANSAS SKYSCAPES 

JANET JENKINS-STOTTS 

 

Tourists driving through 

to ski in Colorado or flying 

over on the way to the coast  

miss so much. They 

neglect our main beauty, 

the skyscapes. 

 

Just get up early enough 

to be greeted by sympathetic 

seashell pinks, the pale yellow 

of a half ripe peach, potpourri 

lavenders, and the occasional  

streak of shy spring green. 

Colors seen on a wide screen 

Hollywood can’t match. 

 

The evening sky is bolder. 

It burns with the crimson 

of fresh coals, the orange of  

orioles’ breasts, gold from  

a burnished old coin, and  

a deep purple shading  

into black as night comes on.  
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Masterpieces taken for  

granted by farmers and 

ranchers, viewing them 

as they finish the chores. 
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SPRING’S LESSON 

JANET JENKINS-STOTTS 

 

New to apartment living, I dreaded spring. 

Memories of wild red buds, hidden morels, 

Baby animals struggling to stand, 

The beauty of a country spring, no longer mine. 

 

But we chose an older complex,  

Trading new appliances for huge trees,  

A patio only steps from the graceful pond  

And garden plots the size of table tops. 

 

Strolling around the pond, enjoying mini-gardens, 

Some secure behind wrought iron fences, 

Others spilling out into common areas 

As varied as a coleus leaf, flourishing in the shade, 

 

Planted by tenants who didn't care the plot 

They dug wouldn’t always be theirs, 

Who knew permanence for the fraud it is, 

And rejoiced in the beauty of transitory things.  
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NOSTALGIA, 2019, ACRYLIC AND COLOURED PENCILS ON 

CANVAS, 60X60 CM 

ALEXIS AVLAMIS 
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LEAVING THE STORM BEHIND, 2019, ACRYLIC AND 

COLOURED PENCILS ON CANVAS, 60X60 CM 

ALEXIS AVLAMIS 
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MORNING REPOSE 

MELANIE FAITH 
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GLOSSARY 

CHELSEA BUNN 

 

If words fail me, let my mouth tell 

your chest that I know something 

about loss. Let my palms across 

your arm mean I’m willing to try 

again. Let my hands reach 

toward your face to say I fear 

we’ve been too damaged. What 

my lips say to your eyelids is I 

want a way out of myself and I 

am trying to tell you, with the 

few unruined sounds left in me, 

that I am cracking open each 

time my hair falls over you and 

you push it aside, so easily, to 

see my hidden face. Let my 

fingers find you—call it kindness. 
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DAY TRIP TO BRAY 

D.S. MAOLALAI 
 

bray stays steady,  

like a worse version 

of southend,  

but with better memories in it 

and quicker to get to  

by train. 

 

and every time you go there 

the aquarium looks to have gotten  

smaller; plums  

in a wooden box 

with hot weather. we get off the train  

and see, 

first thing, 

this bad painting - a mural 

done by schoolkids. "Welcome to Bray" it says, 

and buses kick dust off the pavement 

like dogs running 

on sand. everyone is out  

in bray -  

 

it's summer 

and the sunburn runs red 
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from person to person  

as if a maniac 

has been dancing round with paint  

and you feel uncomfortable  

just looking at people 

as if heat were a contagious  

disease. it's close 

to being on holiday, but not that - clothes so thin 

you might as well be naked - 

and we get a drink  

at this bar  

on the seafront 

and eat some bad  

calamari, 

and then go down  

to walk the beach and lie flat 

under the sunshine,  

but it turns out 

it's just all  

stones.  

 

on the whole  

it was a good day 

- calamari and everything - and I left it 

still loving you. lying on the beach  

usually 

you stand up with sand  
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in your pockets 

but when we left bray  

all we carried  

were stones; 

pretty ones 

which we'd both  

decided on.  
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SPUME PATH 

MELANIE FAITH 
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STRATFORD, AND JESSICA WALKING AWAY 

GREGORY LOSELLE 

 

It takes a tick to register— 

a look back as she lifts her hair  

out of her coat-collar and hikes  

its skirts back with her elbows 

as she plants her hands  

in her pockets and walks 

 

down Bridge Street past  

the copper-green human statue  

and the crowd awaiting  

his next move—before she  

 

disappears.  Consider how  

the imprint of our leaving  

occupies the intervening air,  

and whether we are always tourists  

lost to each other in the crowd. 
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JAY AT THE WINDOW 

GREGORY LOSELLE 

 

All afternoon it’s batted at the glass,  

from branch to window, back to branch again  

and, pausing, cocks its head, picks off a sour 

ash berry, gobbles it, resumes attack. 

  

It sees itself, perhaps, and, striking out  

against that other bird unrecognized,  

it charges at the charging flash of blue  

that’s warned it of intrusion and the dread 

  

of others’ eggs in its own nest.  Confused  

and purposeful, it labors at its task 

into the gathering darkness, berry-soused, 

until the glass no longer answers back 

  

with its self-image—perfect agonist— 

but glows against the evening from within. 

It wastes the day contending with itself 

as we look on and sort our own concerns, 

  

or parse the threats its pounding on the glass 

can conjure up: the knocking on the door, 

the envelope unopened for the fear 

of what’s inside—the hourly tally of 
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impediments we cast down in our way, 

the list of things that daily trip us up— 

and how we battle on like jays on berries: 

drunk with one thing, hungry for another. 
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HOME  

KOBINA WRIGHT 
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GHOSTING  

MICHELLE ROGGE GANNON 

 

Not long after I stopped drinking, I started seeing my dead mother. 

The first time, I unlocked the door to my beauty shop, came inside, 

turned on the lights, and almost stepped on her body on the sunny gold 

industrial carpet. Her white hair was still bound tightly in perm rods, her eyes 

closed, a plastic black shampoo cape protecting her blue dress and white 

sweater and another folded cape under her head, her Timex watch ticking 

loudly, seemingly as real as the moment Doctor Brenner gave up on her and 

declared Ingrid Hanna Johannessen Engel dead of a massive stroke in Liv’s 

Beauty Shop. 

I fell back against the wall, knocking over a display of nylon 

headscarves. My mother’s watch got louder and louder, and then, impossibly, 

her body faded away until there was only the carpet, everything normal. All 

told, probably less than a minute passed. 

I pulled myself up and managed to right the display. Was this a 

delayed effect of quitting drinking? In the hospital, I’d soaked the bed sheets 

with sweating, couldn’t turn a doorknob because of tremors, but never 

experienced anything like this.  

I took a deep breath and let it out, as the hospital nurse had taught 

me to do. Breathe in; let it out. Breathe in; let it out. Then, I steeled myself to 

face the day. When my first client, Mary Schmidt, came in, she found the 

coffee pot on, and me—to all appearances—calmly sitting at my desk 

enjoying a cup and viewing my appointment book.  
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That night at home, I started knitting a sweater for my teenage son, 

using some off-white yarn and knitting needles I’d abandoned years earlier. 

Knit, sip coffee, smoke a cigarette, all at the kitchen table. Look up 

occasionally at my husband sitting in his living room chair—sipping a can of 

beer—sleepily watching a western on TV after a long day at work. After he 

went to bed, I threw away the can, ignoring the swallow of liquid at the 

bottom.  

 

* * * 

 

When my father’s car collided with a train at a poorly marked crossing 

in 1928, he left behind a family of seven, my Norwegian-immigrant mother 

and six children, me the oldest at age ten. We survived on $42 a month from 

the government, welfare essentially. Everyone in our small town knew it, but 

many struggled in those lean Depression years. 

The day the entire family went to Winkler’s General Store and my 

mother realized she could not afford to buy shoes for all of us, a well-to-do, 

childless couple in the store, the Millers, who attended our church, offered to 

adopt one of us. They looked at the six of us in our clean, handmade, flour-

sack clothes, with our neat bowl haircuts, and picked out the prettiest, my 

sister Jenny, as if we were a litter of puppies. My mother politely said no to 

the adoption but did accept their offer to buy Jenny’s shoes. That year, I wore 

a cousin’s old shoes that were two sizes too big.  

In public school, I skipped two grades and graduated at sixteen, 

attended Samuel’s School of Cosmetology in Sioux City, and opened a shop 

at seventeen in my hometown. Back then, I had the only beauty shop around 

for many miles, so I sometimes stayed open until two in the morning fixing 
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hair, afterwards walking a lonely mile down a dirt road to our country 

farmhouse, where my mother stayed up waiting for me. The money I made 

supported my mother and siblings, even helping to put two brothers through 

college. Most importantly, it got us off welfare. My beauty shop lifted us out 

of poverty. 

Eventually, my siblings moved to California and other places that held 

more promise than our little Iowa town, leaving my mother and me behind. 

Their combined guilt, perhaps, prompted them to buy a house in town for 

our mother. I married Art Cooke, a strong, quiet man who became a car 

mechanic, and we bought our own home, started raising a family. What more 

could I want? 

 

* * * 

 

My routine for years has been to sleep in while my children get 

themselves ready for school and my husband leaves early to go to work. 

When the house is silent, I rise, drink coffee, smoke a cigarette, and eat toast, 

followed by a quick shower. On the days that I don’t wash my hair, I put on 

my gray wig and fuss with it, followed by carefully applying lipstick, filling in 

over-plucked eyebrows, and dabbing on rouge. Then, I walk three blocks to 

my beauty shop and spend the rest of the day cutting, dying, perming, and 

styling the hair of farmers’ wives and their children, sometimes sneaking in a 

bite to eat at a nearby café. Once home, I fix dinner for everyone and wash 

dishes.  

When my mother was alive, she called every night after supper to chat, 

although it was more like shouting than chatting because she was hard of 

hearing and speaking in a language she had only learned once she 
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immigrated to this country. I was a dutiful daughter, although occasionally, I 

felt irritated, wondering if she thought I needed checking up on. Sometimes, 

it seemed as if that telephone wire was more like a chain.  

 Then, I would sit alone at the kitchen table, while my children did other 

things and my husband fell asleep with a beer in front of the living room 

television. I might watch the news on the tiny kitchen television, to get some 

sense of events in the rest of the world.  

I am not sure how it happened—but, eventually, I found myself 

spending my evenings drinking all the beer in the refrigerator and asking my 

husband to go buy more. Art is the kind of man who does what you tell him 

to do and rarely complains. He would go out and return with the beer, saying 

nothing. Usually, it was cheap, awful beer, but that didn’t matter. I drank it 

and crawled to bed. Then, I repeated the routine of the day before, unless it 

was Sunday or Monday, the days that the shop was closed. Still, I drank late 

into the night on those days, too. And no one said too much because I was 

drinking quietly at home, not at the bars. I continued to bring home money 

from the shop, to pay the bills, to go to church, and to do most of the things 

expected of a small-town wife and mother. I stopped watching the news on 

TV because it showed me a world where the possibility of something else 

seemed to exist, but, truly, they were only ghostly images on a small screen. 

 

* * * 

 

My mother’s ghost only appeared at the beauty shop, never elsewhere. 

I learned to walk around her ghost body on the carpet, although it usually 

disappeared after a minute or two. Seeing my dead mother in the shop was 

better, I decided, than seeing her in the funeral home. 
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When my mother died, I had to go to the funeral home straight away. 

After all, she died in the middle of getting a permanent at my shop. The 

funeral home had rinsed the permanent solution out of her hair, but I had to 

wash and style it, just as they were finishing the embalming process, the smell 

of formaldehyde overpowering, her blood trickling into a floor drain. I did it 

because I had no choice. I was not about to let some other beautician cradle 

my mother’s head, see her body. I concentrated on giving her the most 

beautiful hairstyle ever, a silver-white Italian curl that her lady friends would 

later ask me to recreate for them. 

But a few weeks later—my daughter told me, because I don’t 

remember—I staggered out to my teenage son’s car to search for beer and 

fell in front of him and his friends. And then, I ended up in the hospital for 

“stomach problems.” It might have been my children’s begging that made me 

stop drinking, or possibly it was the threat to my life that the hospital visit 

implied. Regardless, I stopped. This is not to say that it was easy.  

The evenings circled around me, hard, plain, and relentless. I realized 

that I had been drinking out of a terrible boredom. One evening, I cleaned 

the kitchen from top to bottom. Another evening, I baked six pies. Another 

evening, I nervously drank a pot of coffee (and stayed awake most of the 

night). Some evenings, I checked out library books and read. Other evenings, I 

went for a walk, but I had to be careful. Straying from your routine in a small 

town leads to gossip, and if people learned that I had a drinking problem, 

that might be the end of my business. That’s why I couldn’t go to a real 

treatment facility for alcoholism either. As a beautician, I know how easily 

gossip spreads.  

 

* * * 
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One day in the beauty shop, while styling Katherine Schubert’s hair, I 

saw my mother sitting in a chair in the waiting area. She no longer wore perm 

rods in her hair or a shampoo cape; she looked as she had when she first 

came into my shop that fateful day, in her blue paisley dress and white 

sweater, her silver-framed glasses on her face. She was watching me, her big 

brown eyes as kind, warm, trusting, and sad as ever. 

Breathe in; let it out. Breathe in; let it out.  

“Liv, are you all right?” Katherine asked. She looked around, following 

my stare to the chair where my mother sat. It was obvious that she could not 

see my mother. 

I smiled in a deliberately casual way. “I’m fine. It’s just a breathing 

technique I read about in one of my salon magazines, something to help 

people relax. You might try it.” Katherine breathed in and out with me and 

agreed that it was relaxing. She joked, “I could sleep.” I didn’t tell her that she 

often fell asleep—just quick catnaps—when I ran warm water over her hair 

during a shampoo and massaged her head.  

After Katherine left, I looked at my mother. Neither of us said anything 

at first, just studied each other. She looked so alive. 

“Mother,” I said finally, “Why are you here?” 

To ask this question meant that I was admitting aloud that I could see 

her.  

She did not answer, just looked at me lovingly. After a few minutes, she 

faded from sight.  

She continued to appear, but never again with her body on the floor, 

just sitting in a chair as if alive, watching while I fixed people’s hair. I had no 

idea how this was possible, but I began to take a curious comfort in it. One 
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day, when we were alone, I pulled out of a paper sack I had brought from 

home the sweater I had finished knitting for my son.  

“I worked on this many evenings,” I said, holding up the sweater, 

hoping for a reaction. 

Surprising me, she nodded in approval. “Your grandmother in Norway 

crocheted. You might try that.” Then, she disappeared. 

I did not see her again after that, although I sometimes thought that I 

smelled the honeysuckle cologne she wore, thought I heard her humming 

“The Missouri Waltz” as she had in life. 

I did switch from knitting to crocheting. I made mittens, scarves, hats, 

sweaters, afghans, even coats. I made novelty items such as a horse’s head on 

a broomstick, dolls, and clowns, packed with stuffing. I gave away everything I 

made. I even entered a coat in the county fair, and it made it all the way to 

the state fair, earning a purple ribbon. I gave away that coat as well. The 

craving for beer never left me, but now my evenings were filled with 

crocheting, with the challenge of trying to figure out how to make something 

intricate. 

One evening, I decided to watch a movie on television. I had read the 

novel The Godfather and heard that the movie version would be broadcast for 

the first time. True, I could have gone to see the movie in a theatre when it 

first came out, but that would have meant an hour drive to a bigger town and 

money spent.  

I took my cigarettes and a cup of fresh coffee into the living room and 

settled in with my husband to watch the movie on the big TV. My youngest 

son was so amazed that he, too, sat down to watch instead of going out with 

his friends.  

“When was the last time you saw a movie, Mom?” he asked. 
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I smiled. “All the way through? At a movie theatre. Gone with the 

Wind.” 

Together, we watched the movie, and I only got up during commercials 

for bathroom breaks and more coffee. The story of an immigrant’s child—his 

successes and failures, and how he changed—reverberated inside me. But I 

realized that my life, small as it might seem, was not an American tragedy. I 

no longer felt like a ghost in my own life.  
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WINDOW WASHERS, CAPE TOWN, SOUTH AFRICA  

JEREMIAH GILBERT 
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WELL ADJUSTED  

D. AVRAHAM 

 

Word Origin & History 

well-adjusted: 

1735, in ref. to mechanisms, etc., from well (adv.) + pp. of adjust.  

In ref. to emotional balance, recorded from 1959. 

Online Etymology Dictionary, © 2010 Douglas Harper 

 

I'm doing as well as can be expected. Thanks for asking.  

I hadn't known that I had a syndrome or disorder or even a condition 

until I was given a Mental Health Evaluation at work.  

In fact, I thought I was just fine. In fact, everyone at work seemed to be 

doing just fine. When asked how they were, they would almost always answer 

that they were, "fine." But, someone in management went to one of those 

organic business seminars which suggested that the best model for a 

successful business was one where the employees felt fulfilled and 

empowered. Fine wasn't good enough. 

Those seminars are really great, actually. I've been to several. They're 

usually at some great location, with fantastic accommodations and really 

good food. 

Management organizes these seminars and workshops because not 

only do they look good on a resume, the company invariably picks up the 

tab. But as long as I've been around, no one's ever tried to implement the 

seminars' programs. Let's face it, the reasons these workshops are successful 

has nothing to with their untested, off-the-cuff theories dreamed up over 

beers and wings. Those are just a cover for a company-paid outing. 
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Unfortunately, no one explained this to Mary Dirth. But it's not her fault. She 

went to college on a cheerleading scholarship.  

'How Wellness Management Will Enliven the Work Environment' was 

her first seminar. She came back really enthused. Her enthusiasm grew 

exponentially to the resistance at the office. Everyone shot her down. But, it's 

really hard to say no to a former cheerleader. It's almost impossible, actually. 

They never know when to give up. I heard her college's team had placed last 

in their division. She was inoculated for rejection. Eventually, we all decided it 

would be easier to let her have her little experiment and get it over with. 

She'd find out the hard way.  

I'm not blaming her. I mean it's as much my fault as hers. As I 

mentioned, I thought I was just fine - my life was fine, everything was just fine 

- before the Wellness Evaluation. It seems I was mistaken. And the truth is, 

that nice psychologist nearly missed it herself. Actually, I shouldn't have called 

her a psychologist. They don't like that term. It's too clinical. They prefer 

"wellness expert" or "life coach." Sorry, my mistake.  

In fact, I was already halfway out the door before the wellness expert 

started to suspect I might be secretly suffering from some kind of psycho-

social challenge.  

After the evaluation, on my way out, I asked her how I had done. She 

declared that I was 'well-adjusted.' That's when the trouble began.  

"Well-adjusted for what?" I asked. 

She looked up from her desk with that expression people get when 

they discover, after nearly completing a 5000 piece puzzle, that one of the 

pieces, in fact the central piece, was missing. "Excuse me?" she asked. 

A voice in the back of my skull told me to just shrug, shake my head 

and say, "Oh, right, 'well-adjusted,'” as if I knew what she was talking about. 
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That little voice is almost always right, and most of the time, I listen to it. This 

wasn't one of those times.  

You see there was this other voice, the one that's always causing 

trouble. It felt it needed to explain exactly what I meant by my question. My 

mistake, I listened to that voice. 

I mean, really, what kind of a diagnosis is that anyway: 'well-adjusted'? 

'Well-adjusted' sounds like something for a machine to make it work more 

efficiently. It definitely sounded like a term for making something fit into an 

environment to which it didn't really, naturally, belong. So, it kind of begs the 

question: well-adjusted for what? 

It looked like her lunch was beginning to disagree with her. In fact, now 

she recognized that, not only was one of the puzzle pieces missing, half of 

them weren't really part of this particular puzzle at all. Someone had 

deliberately sabotaged the contents of the box in order to confuse her. 

"Excuse me?" she said. 

Every fiber of my being screamed to just shake my head and offer her 

a, 'never mind,' and get out of there as quick as possible. And, I would have 

too. I can't for the life of me tell you why I didn't. It was like one of those 

moments when you see yourself falling, and you know if you just move your 

foot, or place a hand in the right spot, you can catch yourself, but you don't. 

Instead you just watch yourself fall over the cliff and tumble to the bottom of 

the pit.  

"I was just wondering," I said, "When you said I was well-adjusted, what 

it was that I was well-adjusted for?" 

You can only say excuse me so many times. It's a hard and fast rule of 

our biological make-up. The brain has an automatic emergency braking 

system that limits how often a person can ask for clarification before he 
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simply nods and smiles, as if he really heard and understood what the other 

person said. So, she didn't say, "Excuse me."  

Unfortunately, she didn't just nod and smile either. She wasn't trained 

as a Rogerian Therapist. She took her position seriously. So, instead, she tried 

to offer some semblance of an answer. It was a good attempt actually, but in 

reality, it only made things worse. 

"Well, life," she offered. 

I've got to tell you, that didn't help me at all. Has life become so 

unnatural that we need to be adjusted to function properly in it? I guess it 

would appear so. It also would appear that she, the wellness expert, no longer 

held by her earlier diagnosis. She didn't think I was balanced at all. 

It turns out I suffer from Pre-Traumatic Stress Syndrome. You may not 

have heard about it. It's only been recently discovered. I think I might be the 

first person ever diagnosed.  

Basically, it's a condition where I keep expecting something bad to 

happen – the other shoe to fall, so to speak – but it never does. Not only 

that, in fact, I'm not even aware that I'm expecting something bad to happen. 

I'm blissfully unaware that I'm anxious about something that hasn't happened 

yet. So, the more nothing ever happens, the more anxious and stressed out I 

potentially get, without any outward manifestation of my potential anxiety.  

The scary thing about this condition is that for those of us that have it, 

there's absolutely no indication that we are so potentially stressed out. We 

actually seem, for all intents and purpose, as if we are actually well-adjusted. 

It might be the mental health equivalent of those "silent killer" diseases like 

diabetes.  

In fact, you would think that just being diagnosed with such a horrible 

condition would cause it to metamorphose into actual real stress. But, 
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unfortunately that didn't happen with me. I'm still pretty much afflicted, and 

to my great potential distress, completely unaware of it. 

It seemed to me that the worst thing that they could have done, was 

to admit me to the hospital. There's no stress in here at all. It's really quite 

peaceful. To me, that's counter-productive. I tried to explain to them that if a 

major part of my condition is the non-actualization of the potential of being 

anxious, then being in a stress-free environment was probably delaying any 

chance I might have of a recovery. But, there's no arguing with experts. They 

said my logic only pointed to a more acute form of the syndrome and this 

only proved how important it was that I remain under observation.  

So that's where I am: Under observation and doing as well as can be 

expected. Unfortunately, I feel just fine. 
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FLYERS  

NEAL LIPSCHUTZ 

 

The office where we picked up the flyers sat in a small, shabby 

building, west of 10th Avenue on 31st St. It was a six story building, the kind 

of place where the elevator is so small and so slow it made you worry every 

time you stepped in whether it was going to make it. If three people 

squeezed in, it was so tight you could smell the others’ breath. What would it 

be like to get stuck that close together? And how would you even let anyone 

know you were stuck? Fortunately, my elevator fears stayed theoretical, 

though intense. I had to ride the thing up to the fifth floor at least three 

times a week that summer in order to get to the “suite” that housed the 

hyperbolically named Best Promotions. There I would be given the next big 

batch of flyers to hand out on the streets of midtown Manhattan. Best 

Promotions was in suite 505. Once you walked through the heavy opaque-

glassed door you saw a lot of empty space, a few green file cabinets, a 

chipped wooden desk and stacks and stacks of circulars piled nearly to the 

ceiling, tightly around the desk. It was like they were trying to keep everything 

that comprised Best Promotions close together in case they decided to sublet 

the rest of the suite to somebody else. There were no windows. I couldn’t 

imagine there would be any takers for such a rental offer.    

The man who seemed to live in the cracked leather chair behind the 

desk always said to call him Fred, but I thought of him as Mr. Best, though 

that certainly wasn’t his name. I never did know his last name and I doubt any 

of the other circular distributors did, either, even though I worked on and off 

for him for three years. You could go missing for months at a time and then 
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show up and say you wanted an assignment. Fred would look you up and 

down, trying to remember you.  

“Oh yeah, you worked with me at the ballparks,” he said to me and a 

friend after we came looking for work after a six-month hiatus. We nodded, 

though we’d never worked any ballparks with him and didn’t know what he 

was talking about. I was careful not to look at my friend when Fred brought 

up ballparks, fearing if our eyes met we’d both crack up and feel the need to 

run out of the office.  

I never visited after 5 o’clock but I had the feeling if I appeared at 

midnight, traipsing down the dimly lit hallway past the other mystery 

businesses with purposely vague names, I would find Mr. Best still sitting 

behind his desk, in the same yellowing white shirt and loosened tie that was 

his uniform. He wouldn’t be surprised to see me, but only ask, as he did in 

our encounters during more traditional business hours, if I was there to pick 

up circulars or to get paid for time already served. Why did he wear a tie? He 

was the only one in the office. To impress the people on the subway? Or 

make his wife think Best Promotions was some sort of thriving business where 

he had staff meetings and martini lunches with clients on the company’s 

expense account? She had to know that he sat alone in an office and paid 

kids minimum wage off the books to hand out circulars for going-out-of-

business sales at Oriental rug stores and highly questionable massage parlors 

and places that promised to cure your insomnia, first consultation free with 

this flyer. Didn’t she?  

Mr. Best did have one employee working for him besides us come-and-

go kids. He was the guy who checked up on you, making sure you were 

standing on the corner you were told to stand on and were in fact earning 

your $1.65 an hour by aggressively pushing these circulars on people who 
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had absolutely no interest in them. His name was Frank. I never saw Frank at 

the Best Promotions office and thought it was his fate to always wander the 

streets, making sure kids didn’t chuck the whole, thick pile of hundreds of 

circulars into the nearest wire-framed city garbage can and then go play 

basketball or hang out with their friends while racking up hours at the 

expense of Best. “I check every garbage can,” Frank would growl at you when 

he appeared unannounced at your corner. “Every garbage can in the whole 

fucking city. So don’t be stupid.” Frank was about 30, maybe 20 years younger 

than Fred, and he usually wore a sweatshirt and sneakers. He at least did not 

try to dress like a businessman. But then I thought his chosen outfit was just a 

different make-believe disguise, pretending he was a detective or an 

undercover cop, checking garbage cans and looking for other clues to expose 

delinquent flyer boys. I imagined him wandering, suspicious, up and down the 

city streets, facing the same problems we did, like trying to find a place to 

take a leak. A nomad without a suite to call his own.   

That summer of 1975 I stayed in my poorly furnished studio apartment 

in the city, not returning to Brooklyn. When friends asked what I was up to, I 

said I was freelancing, building on the clips I’d accumulated during the school 

year reporting for the NYU newspaper and occasionally for a couple of weekly 

papers that published downtown for the benefit of neighborhood residents. 

Still, the rent and my meager lifestyle were mainly supported by the Social 

Security checks I received courtesy of being a college-attending survivor of 

my dead father. Even with Social Security, I needed to hand out circulars and 

put in 15 hours a week in the mailroom of a book publisher to make it work.   

The first freelance article idea that got any traction that summer was 

about a kid from the housing complex where I grew up, a couple years 

younger, who improbably had established himself as a ranked amateur teen 
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tennis player. Tennis was not a known neighborhood sport and there were no 

courts within walking distance. Handball and paddleball were the kings in our 

part of Brooklyn. But this kid had persevered, taken by doting parents to 

courts in Mill Basin as a child and honing his skills at specialized tennis 

summer camps. I learned about him, Irv Shapiro, from my mother, who had 

read a short item about Irv in the monthly apartment complex newspaper, put 

out by volunteers. You would have thought Irv was her own son, given the 

pride with which she showed me the article, accompanied by a smiling 

photograph of Irv. My mother was most impressed by his full scholarship to 

play tennis at Brown University. More broadly, he fit into her favorite motif: 

Jews without means making it in a WASP-dominated field.  

        My pitch went to Tennis Today magazine, a New York-based 

publication I found in a directory of periodicals. They worked with freelancers 

and were open to written story proposals. My article idea wasn’t far from my 

mother’s assessment of the situation, absent the ethnic underpinnings. Here 

was a kid from an unlettered part of Brooklyn devoid of green lawns and nets, 

making it in an upper-class sport. As was the custom, I enclosed a stamped, 

self-addressed envelope, to underwrite the magazine’s rejections. But while 

they used my stamp and envelope to reply, Tyler Ford, the assistant editor of 

Tennis Today, did not send his regrets, but instead expressed interest in my 

article and asked me to call to arrange a meeting at their offices on West 

40th Street. I called and set up a time to visit that didn’t conflict with the 

flyers or the mailroom.  

I dressed for the occasion, as best I could. I owned a blue blazer, thick 

wool and double-breasted, that I’d gotten for my high school graduation. I 

hadn’t worn it since.  My dress shoes looked like regular black wing tips, but 

after I took them home for an incredibly low price I realized they were plastic, 
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not leather. After a few wears the plastic was cracking in the spots where you 

bend your feet to walk. They looked passable when you stood still. My one tie 

was stained, but I figured it wasn’t noticeable if the jacket stayed buttoned. 

The early summer day was too hot for the wool jacket, so I was perspiring 

when I located the front door of Tennis Today. To my surprise, the office 

building and the magazine suite were only a half-step up from the setting of 

Best Promotions. Granted it was some blocks further uptown and not as close 

to the Hudson River, so it inhabited a more desirable location. The magazine 

had more room, too, with a small private office for the editor and an 

adjoining conference room. The other half-dozen employees sat in an open 

area. The contrast between the glossy, professional look of the published 

magazine and the humble home base for the editors was striking. Based on 

his youth and his least desirable spot near the front door, I figured Tyler Ford 

was low man on the totem pole. He was friendly enough, and more casually 

dressed than I was, though his button-down collared shirt spoke of quality 

and probably cost more than my whole outfit. He didn’t wear a tie. Fifteen 

minutes later I had an assignment for a 400-word front-of-the-book article 

about Irv Shapiro and his not quite rags to not quite (at least not yet) riches 

story of tennis success in the shadows of Coney Island. I was also to take a 

few photographs of Irv, preferably on the tennis court. They were offering $35 

for the published article, and another $5 if I produced a usable photo. I was 

thrilled.  

Irv was happy for the publicity and agreed to meet me for an interview 

at the public tennis courts in Mill Basin, where he would speak of his past and 

future and whack a few balls while I tried to take an acceptable photograph. 

Irv showed up in all whites and his look and manner gave no hint he’d grown 

up in the same place as me. Maybe he was sheltered by all that time playing 
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tennis, those summer camps, or he had simply adopted the look and attitudes 

of his higher-class opponents. Still, he described himself as “a poor kid from 

Brooklyn” awed by some of the country club courts he’d played on and the 

wealth of some of his opponents (at one Massachusetts tournament, a 

competitor arrived by limousine). He would tell himself before matches that 

none of that mattered once they were on the tennis court. On the level 

playing field of competition, wealth bought no favors and the more skilled 

athlete would win. I had more than enough material to support my theme. I 

promised Irv I’d get the magazine to mail him a copy of the issue that 

included the article. He wasn’t a subscriber.  

I had to take a bus to the subway to get back to Manhattan from Mill 

Basin. It occurred to me somewhere along that ride that between the fares, 

the film and the time put in, my fee for reporting and writing the 400-word 

Irv Shapiro piece might work out to less than the $1.65 an hour I got for 

standing on crowded street corners getting looked down on or ignored by 

nasty New Yorkers. That was even with the extra $5 for the photo. I pushed 

those thoughts aside and instead concentrated on picturing the glossy clip 

with my byline carefully cut and placed in my article portfolio.    

          A few days later I was on the corner of 40th Street and 7th Avenue, 

handing out massage parlor flyers. The location seemed appropriate, so close 

to gritty Times Square, but none of the mainly office worker types who 

passed me seemed interested in taking my printed offer. The subject matter 

made offering them to women a no-go, so it was slow progress getting my 

circular pile to dwindle. It crossed my mind to dump some, but I was fully 

convinced such an action would be sniffed out by Frank, no matter where I 

tried to dispose of the circulars. It was hot and the sidewalk smelled from 

uncollected garbage. I was wearing shorts and a blue Yankees t-shirt. My 
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unruly hair was particularly unruly. Maybe it was the heat, but people were 

incredibly hostile. A couple of times, men in suits gave me disgusted looks as 

they walked by and refused my massage parlor come on. Par for the course. 

But then a couple of people felt the need to hold me responsible for the 

decadence of Times Square itself. “Get that smut away from me,” shouted one 

guy at me as he hurried past. “You ought to be arrested for handing out that 

garbage,” said another. I was aware this was not noble work. These were flyers 

for a place that more than likely defined massages as sex acts performed for 

money.   

The burdens of my bleak occupation were weighing on me when I 

looked straight ahead and saw the editor Tyler Ford, not more than a quarter-

block from me and heading in my direction. It struck me only then that the 

office of Tennis Today was quite close by. My first impulse was to dart across 

the street, to hell with traffic, but then I thought such a dramatic gesture, 

causing cars to blare their horns and squeal their brakes, would only call more 

attention to me. In the few seconds it took to sort out my options, Tyler was 

close enough to render any diversionary action impossible. I lowered my eyes 

and held down my fist full of circulars, but not before catching Tyler looking 

at me, registering what I thought was some inkling of recognition, and then 

moving past without saying a word.  

I emitted a low groan. Would Tennis Today now reject my article, after 

Tyler reported back to his superiors that I was not a promising young 

freelancer in a blue, double-breasted sports coat, but instead a near-bum and 

social undesirable, handing out offers of prostitution near Times Square?   

Then, a bit later, I thought maybe all wasn’t lost. Maybe I looked so different 

in shorts and a t-shirt that Tyler would simply pass it off as a lookalike. How 

many of those were there in a city of eight million? A lot. And he’d only spent 
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fifteen minutes with me more than a week earlier. I couldn’t have so 

impressed myself on his consciousness that he could be sure of his 

identification. Thinking back to my visit to the magazine office, I remembered 

how the same desultory streets where I handed out circulars took on a 

magical cast when I walked out with my Irv Shapiro assignment in hand. The 

heat made no impression on me. My feet couldn’t feel the sidewalk and my 

cracked plastic shoes might as well have been the most comfortable of 

bedroom slippers. I couldn’t smell the garbage. All was well with the world 

and New York was a sea of opportunity. I swear a girl in a mini-skirt who 

looked at least 25 made eye contact and smiled at me.  

I managed to push the Tyler Ford encounter aside when I sat down at 

my IBM electric typewriter to write Irv Shapiro’s story. I had to or I wouldn’t 

have been able to type. I repeated to myself all the reasons it was improbable 

Tyler Ford would make a positive ID. When I finished writing, I dropped off 

my article and the undeveloped roll of film that contained my Irv Shapiro 

shots at the magazine office. Tyler said just push it through the big mail slot 

in the door. He’d be in touch after he got a chance to read it. About a week 

later I got a call to come in to see him.  

I put on what I now regarded as my journalism outfit, the exact same 

mix I wore on my first visit to the Tennis Today office. Tyler was in another 

thick-cotton dress shirt, this time yellow. He wore pleated chinos and loafers. 

He had a couple questions about Irv that luckily I could answer. He showed 

me the edited version, which was shorter than what I had submitted and 

looked like less than 400 words. He mumbled something about space being 

particularly tight in the upcoming issue. The shrunken piece didn’t strike me 

as providing enough room to fully capture Irv’s interesting tale, but I didn’t 

think I was in a position to argue the point. They spelled my name right on 
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the byline. The lead paragraph was unchanged from my submission. None of 

my photos made the grade.  

“Hey, can I ask you something?” Tyler said after we’d finished our work.  

“Sure.”  

He held my gaze for what had to be 15 seconds.  

“Never mind,” he said. There was another silence. I prepared a defense 

of my flyer job, assuming with full certainty our encounter on the street was 

what he wanted to ask about. Maybe he didn’t understand it, but you 

couldn’t live on occasional $35 checks from magazines. I had to pay the rent. 

Did he think he was better than me simply because he could afford high-

quality shirts?  

He finally continued. “This won’t publish till mid-September and we 

don’t pay until publication. Can I send the check to the address you had at 

the top of the article?”  

“Yes, that will be fine,” I said. I walked out, unsure if I was more angry 

or ashamed. 
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IGNITION  

MELANIE FAITH 
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FOG  

MARY CROW 

 

 At dusk the men come,  

thrumming a white fog along paths 

 

 of the retreat, smoke I hope  

the birds escape–smoke that wreathes 

 

 a terrible revving, men inside 

a cloud masking 

 

 odor of jasmine, blurring red of hibiscus 

magenta of bougainvillea, 

 

 yellow marigold, lavender petunia— 

chemical stink sinks into colonnades,  

 

 sifting invisible killing through 

turquoise lagoons to fish and to coral. 
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 Only a breath away from here,  

Moses parted the waters and set slaves free. 

 

 Not so far away, Roman watchtowers presided 

over ostriches and cattle drawn on tomb walls. 

 

 But, here, as ever, poor men work, spraying  

to keep mosquitoes away from sun bathers,  

 

 shimmer sleeking their bodies,  

like gleaming mail. 

 

 How devoted they are to their task, 

no matter the cost—each arrives in a silvery lace of fire: 

 

 a modern burning bush. 
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A NEW OLD FACE OF DEATH  

LAZAR TRUBMAN 

 

Nagorno-Karabakh: May, 1988 

 

Death has a new old face, 

a face of a drunken, unshaven man; 

red bulged eyes, bad breath; 

strength, muddy boots, AK-47… 

Begging for mercy – logs in the fire: 

burn, baby, burn; 

scream, woman, scream; 

burn, old man, burn… 

It’s over now; it’s in the memory 

of our god-forsaken earth… 

 

Afterword: June 1994 

 

In the street in front of a hotel  

two children are playing;  

a boy of five, rachitic,  

and a girl with a toy pistol:  

they are playing on a serious note,  

and the little boy,  

rather petulant and unwilling,  

is told to stand up  

against the piss-stained wall;  
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he can’t understand that he is then  

supposed to fall down;  

the girl shows him how –  

with all the experience  

of her seven years… 
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COLLEVILLE-SUR-MER  

LAZAR TRUBMAN 

 

It’s not a dream – the time for dreams is over, 

I walk among white crosses, reading names. 

Melodic language here and there, some laughter, 

Contagious, loud, louder than cries. 

 

I think sometimes that soldiers from the last war, 

The ones that never made it to their land, 

Had not been buried far away from home, 

But turned, yes, changed into white cranes instead. 

 

And from that deadly June till present moment, 

They fly above us, calling our names; 

That’s why so doleful and so quite often 

We’re falling silent, looking in the skies. 
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HELIX  

MELANIE FAITH 
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SING ME RUBY RED  

DIANE SAHMS-GUARNIERI 

 

Dad’s empty heart-shaped handle of a beer mug  

shots of blended whiskey from Seagram’s  

crowned red seven; and I, Cinderella lost  

from whose glass-slipper drank Shirley Temples 

down in sweating glasses, as ice cubes of  

childhood melted away. Dusk swept darkness  

as dustpan crumbs, yet I sat holding onto 

his broken crown at Turner’s bar, spinning  

atop my red vinyl stool. His handsome  

baritone voice sang along with John Laurenz’s  

Red Roses for a Blue Lady.  

 

Then, I, juxtaposition, when waking each  

early Sunday-school morning to mom’s 

insistence to attend Emmanuel  

Methodist Church, where towering organ pipes  

and pedalboard charmingly, mysteriously  

pumped Bach’s Crucifixus high into oak rafters 

dripping notes as crucified drops of blood 

like fallen petals from father’s dying 

red roses, where blooming red vinyl bar stools  

are still spinning like thunderous machines  

spinning fibers to yarn in Coren and Indik’s 

textile mill, where he twisted, knotted 
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broken strands, fixed broken machines, as if these  

repairs could somehow mend his unmendable heart. 

 

  * * * 

 

Since his death miss him ruby red, terribly,  

tell myself don’t be judgmental, don’t ever  

red stop loving him, believe his spirit lives  

in every cardinal’s winged visitation,  

year-round-endurance. Sing blazing fire— 

high above death’s rafters—cresting,  

the way that he spiked his hair. 
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TWO BLUE  

KOBINA WRIGHT 
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ESCAPE  

KIT STORJOHANN 

 

I’m not going to die here. I have adopted those six words as a prayer 

that I silently chant until “lights out” is condescendingly commanded by the 

nurses. As goals go it is both feasible and modest, and I’ve picked up enough 

wiles in my considerable time on this earth to make it happen. Every aide-

enforced curfew, tear-filled visit from my daughter, and troupe of children 

that stammers and bleats its way through the same tired medley of Christmas 

carols prompts me to remind myself that I still have a measure of control over 

my fate.  

I’m not going to die here. I repeat that phrase to myself to make sure I 

don’t succumb to the near-catatonic misery that has devoured the rest of the 

residents. Each morning I wake up to the same sterile caricature of a bedroom 

with that phrase keeping me from going out of my mind. I spent many years 

helping people make their own homes into what they imagined when they 

first moved in, and I can safely say that no one has ever had an imagination 

this bleak. I won’t miss it at all the day I leave forever.        

The few escape stories that have entered the sparse lore around here 

always fizzle out into pitifully boring endings. Every patient who managed to 

wander off the grounds — all from “before my time” when security was 

presumably laxer — was returned within hours. Police kindly brought them 

back with an explanation of how the escapee had been found walking 

mindlessly in circles in the park or asking random strangers on the street 

where their room was. When I leave, I’m going for good. A bus ticket to 

somewhere I’ve never been is a good place to start, so I’ve memorized the 

route to the bus station and some of the departure schedules. I’ll need a 
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decent head-start before they realize that they need to begin searching. I’m 

not a young woman anymore, and I may not have that long-dreamt-about life 

on the road left in me — but I’m far too young for this life.  

In a twisted piece of mercy, the rooms are so cramped that the powers 

that be can’t justify foisting a roommate on me. So I’ve been able to avoid 

scrutiny while I gather a few things to help me once I escape. It’s like 

gradually packing for vacation without having access to a store or knowing 

what to expect. I’ve squirreled away some sealed packages of saltine and 

oyster crackers from “soup night,” bungee cords, a towel, and a spare sheet I 

stole from an unguarded supply closet. Even after my recent setback, some of 

these objects still hide in the quiet corners and unseen nooks of the room. 

The sheet continues to hang in an old garment bag as though it is a fancy 

dress I can’t bring myself to admit I’ll never wear again. The staff, normally 

suspicious of any action that has no immediate purpose, is happy to cater to 

minor delusions.     

The aides claim that we can open the windows if we’d like. Doing so 

would certainly make it easier for me when the time comes to flee, but I’ve 

never managed to get mine to budge. I’ve unlocked the swivel latches and 

pushed outward many times without getting any more than a wiggle. I’ve 

heard other residents claim that they’re merely stuck from disuse, but I think 

it’s intentional. I could ask an aide to open them for me under the pretense 

of getting some fresh air, but that might tip them off; almost every other 

resident complains about the tropical heat suffusing the home as being too 

cold. I wouldn’t put it past them to suddenly move me to some other room 

with bars on the window under the guise of protecting me from my own 

“enfeebled” mind.    

I’m not going to die here. Yet this place is unsuitable for anything else. 
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Few people expire peacefully in the night. There is generally a multi-day 

preamble where the patient describes pains and palsies which the doctors 

nod at and then ignore. The encroaching agony soon begins to speak 

through the damned. There is a certain timbre of voice which cannot be 

conjured from anywhere but the mouth of the dying, and we all do our futile 

best not to hear it. Soon the lights of an ambulance flicker through the 

darkness and into our windows. I lie awake on those nights and watch waves 

of red and blue ripple over the ceiling, swearing that it will never be me. 

Deaths never merit any grand announcement; the nurses merely try to distract 

us from dwelling on the departed, as though they were no more substantial 

than a child’s pet goldfish. I remind myself every time I see a newly empty 

chair at the dining table that I’m not going to die here.  

My daughter railroaded me into this place under false pretenses. She 

repeatedly used the term “retirement community” while showing me 

brochures that featured pictures of swimming pools and smiling gray-haired 

people in sneakers and windbreakers. I agreed that it was time for me to sell 

the house and hang the pictures of my late husband Henry on some new 

walls. If one chapter of my life was ending, then I could do a lot worse for the 

next than water aerobics and mall walking. This “community,” however, is a 

prison-like hospital, filled with people who look and act at least a decade 

older than me. They wet their beds, gape mindlessly at the television, or 

vividly discuss bowel movements while they eat. None of them has any 

interest in the world beyond these walls.    

In the “visiting room” my daughter Amelia’s doe-like eyes stared at me 

across the table with pity. A tall moose of a girl who’s always vacillated 

between aggressive assertion of her accomplishments and the scourging tears 

of self-rebuke, Amelia is little different in her sixties than she was in her teens. 
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Her once raven-black hair — a gift from her grandmother which callously 

skipped over me — has been nearly devoured by gray. Sandwiches from the 

deli down the road were spread across the table as a peace offering while she 

plied me with nonsensical questions and bizarre recollections of traumas that 

never happened.    

Amelia is ostensibly successful, carrying a laptop to one boardroom 

after another, never truly off the clock. When I asked her what her company 

sold, she said it didn’t sell anything; they offer some vague service called 

Integration Consultation. My questions about what that might mean elicited 

only a dismissive “It’s complicated.” She visits every week or two and tries to 

grill me in order to cleverly uncover some dark secret that might explain why 

she feels like her life is so muddled. I repel her demands for details and 

explanations with “It’s complicated.”    

“The world is different today, Mom,” she said, as though I was reared in 

the times of the Round Table. “A woman today has a lot of options, but she’s 

also expected to excel at every part of her life. What started as a blessing has 

turned into a curse.” I wondered how long she’d lain awake the previous night 

trying to put that little gem together. Even when she was a child she would 

rehearse every aspect of her life, getting frustrated when her friends, her 

classmates and teachers, or her father and I didn’t go along with her mental 

script. “I’ve spent my life striving for everything I wanted, and now I’m looking 

around and realizing that I have nothing.”  

Nothing. That was an interesting take on it. She’s made quite a bit of 

money excelling at nothing. I’d be more than happy to brag about her 

accomplishments if I understood them. Or if there were anyone coherent 

enough to brag to around here. I discretely fingered the plastic bags in my 

pocket. When I found a moment free from scrutiny, I managed to spirit away 
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some pieces of sandwich for later. There never seems to be enough food at 

dinner, and then I end up having to ask for something more. This brings a 

flurry of compliments on my appetite as though I’m a toddler, but then gets 

the staff clucking about whether I’m developing a food obsession. The less I 

need to rely on the nurses and aides, the better I’ll be able to fare once I get 

out of here.  

Had this place actually lived up to its advertising, then my attitude 

might be very different. If I were among a lucid circle of friends, all talking 

and laughing in the homey coffee rooms of the brochure between trips to the 

park and a matinee at the local theater, then I could easily have found a 

peaceful life here. Instead I am stuck in a place where the same beaten copies 

of Monopoly and checkers are pulled out daily and carelessly tossed onto the 

table of the day room. Even if you can manage to set up the half of the 

pieces that still exist on the warped and gouged boards, no one else cares 

enough to play. The stony faces that line the room stare bleakly at the 

flashing lights of game shows whose questions and rules they never quite 

understand. When I first arrived, I pointed out the schism between the 

promise of the brochure and the decrepit reality, but no one listened.    

“I might not have had every opportunity in the world,” Amelia was 

saying to me. “But I really think I did the best with what I could.”  

What opportunities had been denied to her remained unclear to me.  

Henry was up at dawn, dressed in a suit, and cheerfully striding out the door 

to the office every day. Not only was there a roof over our heads and food on 

the table, but we had enough to actually enjoy ourselves. More than I grew 

up with certainly. With my additional income from decorating gigs, the three 

of us were able to pile into the car and drive to National parks and tourist 

spots all over the country. Stickers attested to our various ports of call, and 
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none of our new cars went more than a few months without looking like a 

well-used suitcase. Amelia never fell behind what the “other girls” had. The 

clothes and toys she was given were accepted as though they were her due, 

and then forgotten about almost instantly. I’m never precisely sure who she’s 

comparing herself to, or when this hardscrabble upbringing took place.    

“What opportunities didn’t you have?” I asked.  

“Oh, Mom,” she said sadly. “It’s not about what I did and didn’t ‘have.’ 

It’s just that kids today are encouraged to explore their full potential in a way 

that we weren’t when I was young. Especially girls back in those days.”  

Those days — spoken as though she’d actually come of age in the 

nineteenth century instead of the mid-twentieth. “I don’t understand. We 

always knew that you would go to college, so you went to college. You 

played softball in that local league. You liked being in the Girl Scouts. You 

had your little group of friends to play with. You had souvenirs from all over 

the country. What is it that we should have done?” Without intending it, my 

tone had grown defensive.  

“It’s not anything like that. It’s just that kids today can be encouraged 

to create, to really explore themselves. To become more developed people, 

fully realized individuals. We didn’t have that back in those days.”  

“I’m still not following,” I said. From the way she looked at me, I could 

see that, in her mind, some self-evident truth had been rendered invisible to 

my age-addled brain. After a moment, her hard stare softened into a pity-

laced smile.          

“I don’t mean to complain, Mom. I want to thank you for everything 

you did for me.” In some misguided attempt at catharsis, she stood up, came 

around the table, and bent down to hug me.  

“Thank you for lunch,” I said.  
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  “Why am I still stuck here?” I said during her visit a week later, as much 

to myself as to Amelia. She sat with me in my room, an untouched box of 

chocolates between us on the small rolling table.  

“This is where you belong, Mom,” she said with affected patience.  

“I don’t belong here. Look at this place. It’s for the walking dead.”  

Amelia shook her head. In her mind she probably thought that I was 

delusional, picturing myself a younger woman. “This is your home now, Mom.  

We sold the house.”  

“I know that,” I said — a bit sharper than I meant to. Speaking to my 

daughter is little different than talking to Ben down the hall who sent his 

mind to nestle itself back in the days of Ike, and is convinced that everything I 

say about the world since then is the ranting of a madwoman. I stared at the 

chocolates and tried to imagine how long I could ration them once I got on 

the road.  

“It was for the best. After you fell, and after….after the fire.”  

The “fire” she was referring to had been blown ridiculously out of 

proportion. One morning, the starter on the stove wouldn’t coax the gas on 

no matter how many times I clicked it. I forgot to shut the burner off, 

unwittingly letting gas seep out beneath the teapot while I hunted up the 

long lighter I kept for the pilot light. When I lit what I thought would be a 

small ring of blue flame, there was a quick burst of orange. It burned for only 

a second, proved that my reflexes were still adequate to pull my head back 

from the eruption, and left a long black streak on the hood of the oven which 

I couldn’t quite scrape off. A few days later Amelia came to visit, noticed the 

scored paint, and began a battery of questions. She’d decided that I’d nearly 

set the house on fire, and that every day I survived was one in which I barely 

escaped destroying myself through senile negligence. That’s when the 
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brochures started arriving, and every discussion turned to when I was going 

to stop endangering myself by insisting on living on my own. I held my 

tongue and glared at the chocolates; we’d already had that argument too 

many times to count.  

“I want to know some things, Mom.”  

“You and me both.”  

  “This is important. Please concentrate.”  

“I’m concentrating,” I said in an almost sing-songy tone before 

affecting my wizened, old lady voice. “What is it you want to know, my dear?”  

“Please take this seriously, Mom. I have important questions.”  

  “Okay. I’m listening,” I said, restraining my contempt to barely 

detectable levels.  

  “I know that you did what you thought was right,” she said. “But why 

did you always ask me when I was going to get married and have children?”  

“Because I wanted to know.”  

“Come on, Mom. This is serious. You were always encouraging me to 

follow the same life you had with Dad. Or, as I found out later, that you 

seemed to have. Why?”  

“I don’t recall trying to get you to do anything in particular. I just 

thought you’d make a great mother.” Her heavy-handedness in recent years 

has given me cause to reconsider that assessment, but bringing it up at that 

moment seemed unwise.  

“Mom,” she said gravely. “Jerry asked me to marry him.”  

“Jerry? I thought you hadn’t seen him for years.”  

“I mean years ago, Mom. And I said no.”  

“I always wondered why he never proposed to you.”  

“He did. I just didn’t want to repeat your mistakes.”  
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“I don’t understand. What mistakes?”  

“I know that you and Dad weren’t happy.”  

“We were very happy.”  

“Well, it didn’t always seem that way.”  

“Well, I can’t say what anything ‘seemed’ like, but we had a wonderful 

marriage. I don’t know what you’re driving at.”  

“I looked at the example that was set out in front of me, and I decided 

that I didn’t want that. You hear that, Mom? I actively worked to avoid turning 

into you.”         

“Well,” I said, too amused to be offended. “You and I are different 

people.”   

“But now I’m looking at the choices I made and I’m realizing that 

something is missing. So many of my friends are starting to retire, to spend 

time with their grandchildren. I’m working harder than ever. Coming home to 

an empty house. And for the first time, it’s not enough.”   

“Why don’t you do something different then?” I asked. “Start traveling 

maybe.”  

“Where would I go?”  

“I don’t know. Hawaii? Timbuktu? Budapest?”     

“What’s in Budapest, Mom?”  

“How should I know? I never got the chance to go to Europe. Besides, 

for most of my life it was still behind the Iron Curtain.”  

“Mom, the Cold War is over.”  

“I know that!” The irritation in my voice surprised even me. In fairness,  

however, even a newcomer to the conversation could have easily followed my 

train of thought.  
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“I know things weren’t always easy for you, Mom,” she said, shaking her 

head.  

“How so?”  

From underneath a smug smile she said, “I’m not a child anymore. I 

know what was going on.”  

“What was going on?”  

“Everything with you and Dad. You hid it very well.”    

“I don’t understand.”  

“Mom, I know you were unhappy.”  

“I don’t remember being unhappy.”  

“Well, I remember you crying late at night. I know you didn’t have a lot 

of the opportunities that I did. I know you thought about what kind of life 

you may have missed out on.”  

“I didn’t cry at night. I never wanted some other life. What are you 

talking about?”  

“I always thought the example that you and Dad set for me was so 

positive. I never saw the struggles, the power plays, the resentment you had.  

You probably never even knew you had options.”  

“Well,” I said. “I don’t recall any resentment, and I have no idea what 

you mean by ‘power plays.’ Let’s just have some of these chocolates, okay? 

They look delicious.”  

Amelia tearfully reached out for the box to hold it up to me as though 

I had grown too feeble to reach the table. “Okay, Mom,” she said in a 

veritable whisper, like she had deciphered some timeless wisdom I’d encoded 

in the invitation. I could see her mentally rehearsing lines like “My mother 

barely knows where she is anymore, but still knows how to taste the 

sweetness of life,” and realized that my window of escape was closing. There 
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couldn’t be too many more of these little powwows with my daughter without 

her actually driving me crazy as crazy as she thinks I am. I’m not going to die 

here, I reminded myself as I took a piece of chocolate.  

The time was approaching when I would need to just pick up and go, 

whether or not I felt ready or was properly packed. So, before bed, I stood in 

front of the calendar in my room, chose a date about three weeks later — 

which would have been Henry and my sixty-ninth anniversary if he was still 

alive — and resolved to leave that day, no matter what.  

At night I walked the darkened hallways, gently tapping on windows or 

trying to open doors. I’d devised a route which would take me through the 

kitchen and out into the loading dock, timed to avoid the patrols of the night 

shift’s nurses and aides as I fled the grounds. By the time they alerted police 

to be on the lookout for a “lost little old lady” I’d be on a bus out west, the 

way I almost was decades ago.    

After high school I had the opportunity to study interior design out in 

California. Although I was looking forward to the trip across the country 

almost as much as I was looking forward to going to classes, I never regretted 

the choices I’d made. When Henry clumsily proposed that summer after a 

handful of dates, I said yes right away, even though it meant that my trip was 

off the table. We lived in a rented room while he established his position at 

the firm, and slowly saved our way to buying the house. I eventually managed 

to take some classes at night and started getting commissions here and there. 

Amelia’s stillborn older brother — perhaps the only real sadness of our life — 

was buried with our tears, and fondly forgotten; we never even mentioned 

him to Amelia until she was in high school. The world I had once longed to 

explore receded into pictures in magazines and the tiny taste we got on our 

family vacations. I finally saw California when we took Amelia to Disneyland.          
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Amelia’s next visit was sullen and nearly silent. That was unusual for 

her, and all of my efforts to try and get her to talk were met with curt 

responses. My attempts to analyze the political firestorm that was brewing 

across the news was met with head-shaking. Eventually, she glanced at the 

clock and sighed. “Mom,” she said. “I found out what you’ve been doing.”    

“Is this about the pool boy?” I asked. “That was only physical. And I 

have a weakness for Hispanic men.”  

“Mom!”   

“You have to be a little bit more specific, my dear: which of my many 

faults are you talking about?”  

“You’ve been…hoarding,” she answered, the trembling in her voice 

causing the final word to dribble out along with some fresh tears. Within a 

moment, she was flanked by an aide who told me that they’d found my little 

cache of escape supplies. Apparently lengths of twine and a drawer full of 

tube socks are cause for concern in someone my age.  

My impromptu trial was brief and the verdict preordained. However, 

since they did not know that I was plotting an escape, the charges were 

vague. The bags of clothes I’d been squirreling away for my escape were 

proof of maniacal stockpiling, as far as they were concerned. After all, I never 

wore any of those things, so why did I have them? It was assumed that I 

didn’t really have any grasp of the significance or value of money anymore, so 

why was I collecting cans of change and building a sizable billfold in my 

dresser drawer? All toiletries were provided on the basis of need, so why 

would I have little tubes of travel toothpaste in the back of my closet? To 

them all of this added up to an old woman losing her mind, and any 

alternative explanation I could offer (such as the truth) would only incriminate 

me further.     
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Added to this were the accusations that I’d been walking the halls at 

night. I was unaware that my little reconnaissance missions had been 

observed. Since no one could guess their true purpose, however, it was 

assumed that I was just wandering mindlessly.  

Seeing that I had no real choice in the matter, I acquiesced to the 

“conditions” laid down. My “hoarding” was dismissed as a confused concern 

of “not having enough,” probably an outmoded mindset dating back to the 

times of the Great Depression — the tail end of which I had known only as a 

child. The money they appropriated was to be applied to my account at the 

commissary, which was patronizingly referred to as the General Store. I was 

permitted to select the clothes I most wanted to keep, enough for a week or 

two, and the rest would be donated to charity. During the process of 

selection I drew the unspoken ire of Amelia, who was chagrined that I chose 

to keep the track suits, sneakers, and athletic socks instead of the house 

dresses she had been used to seeing me wear since my retirement. My room 

was to be subjected to random searches by the staff, just to make sure I 

wasn’t “relapsing.” In addition, I was forbidden from being in the hallways 

after lights out, upon threat of being medicated — for my own safety, of 

course.  

I accepted all of this with a sigh, saying, “Well, I suppose you know 

what’s best.” Amelia was weeping, relishing the chance to cast herself 

amongst her social circle as a put-upon “caregiver.”  

So my departure has been pushed back a bit, but remains very much 

on my mind. I was able to preserve a few things (such as the stolen bedsheet) 

from the great purge. My accumulation of escape materials has begun anew, 

albeit with slower progress than I would like. I’ve become quite adept at 

hiding the stray supplies I acquire in the unseen crannies of my room. I 
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believe that part of the reason their inspections are not more thorough is 

because the staff cannot bring themselves to believe that such a frail, elderly 

woman could manage to get on the chair and hide things behind the loose 

wooden panel in the closet. It’s gotten harder to prepare my escape, but I’m 

still working at it.  

In the meantime, I have taken to walking the halls in my track suits and 

sneakers — strictly during the day, of course. As a result, I’m probably in 

better shape than I have been for years. I greet my decrepit and angry-

looking neighbors as I pass them with a hearty “Good Morning,” as though 

I’m out on the sidewalk. And, someday soon, I will be. Even though I 

outwardly accept every misguided diagnosis of the staff that I might be 

getting “too overstimulated” when I try to lobby for the dayroom to stay 

open so that we can watch Saturday Night Live or add some highballs to the 

dinner menu now and again, I secretly smile to myself, secure in the 

knowledge that, whatever else happens, I’m not going to die here. 
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THE SURVIVOR  

HOLLY WOODWARD 

 

I grew up on three fallow acres of farmland ten miles from Greenwich, 

between Saint John’s Road and Burying Hill. My mom ran the house; my dad 

reigned over the lawn. I ruled whatever else I could and left the muddy hole 

we called a pond to my brother, David. Our Irish setter, Rusty, traipsed 

through all our realms. The houses hidden behind high walls and hedges 

stood too far apart for a neighborhood. There were churches, but all 

Protestant. I later learned that the neighbors, who never spoke to us, called us 

the Irish Setters behind our backs. When we rode to town with Rusty in the 

convertible, all our red hair flying, we must have looked like a clown troupe. 

In the Sixties, people watched each other carefully—or at least us—from a 

distance, as if trying to read people’s landscaping for signs that they’d gone 

off the deep end. But most people kept their psychoses underground, in 

fallout shelters where they spent weekends preparing for the end of the 

world. But we had no plan for the end of time—our basement was bare, 

except for David’s cot, which my parents had taken to the basement (he 

preferred to sleep on the floor.) Dad laughed at our neighbors’ bunkers. 

“Nothing can protect them from fallout.” Dad was a cardiologist in New 

York, so we trusted him on issues of life or death. 

“Who would want to survive nuclear war?” Mom asked. She taught 

religion and philosophy at Manhattanville College. “Survival’s only for a while.” 

From what I could see in third grade, survivalism meant that the good 

died and only the louts who killed them lived on. When I came home from 

school talking about survival of the fittest, Mom asked Dad, “Should we 
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switch Megan to Sacred Heart next year?” 

He lowered his medical journal briefly. 

“She’ll probably survive public school, and if not, we’ll get ourselves a 

better girl.” 

Mom turned back to me. 

“Well, Meg, it wasn’t that way in the beginning, when God made 

things,” she said. “The world used to be one great garden, but then people 

decided they preferred knowledge to peace and started killing each other.” 

“What happened to the garden?” 

“Burned to dust.” 

My parents sent me to public school on social principle, but they rarely 

socialized. Though, when Dad built a pool, kids appeared from the woods and 

asked if they could use it. I didn’t like them, but no one asked me; they asked 

Mom, who was hoping the new pool would buy me some friends. 

Just beyond the pool fence lay her peony bed. She’d planted two 

hundred pale-skinned flowers so large they looked as if their necks would 

snap—I think that’s why my brother lopped them off, the summer he was five 

and I turned four. 

Beyond the peonies, the grass stretched down to the pond in the 

northwest corner of our property. The lawn was my father’s pride; he’d been 

the first in the neighborhood to install underground sprinklers. In summer, 

when Joe Mahoney’s crew came each Saturday with their fleet of tractors, Dad 

stood on the terrace like a general at Lenin’s tomb, watching the troops 

parade across his turf.  

But I wanted to write about my brother, David, though his story is that 

of our whole family. I was just afraid of losing you. 

I only found out what David was when an older boy taunted me in the 
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schoolyard, “Your brother’s Mongolian.” I asked the teacher about 

Mongolians. “Someone who comes from the Orient,” she explained. Ah, I 

thought, those starving people Mom always said would want my spinach. 

How had she brought one home? The Orient lay on the other side of the 

world—I knew because Dad said Rusty would reach it if he kept digging his 

hole long enough. I vowed to treat David with more kindness now that I knew 

how far he’d come, but kept forgetting.  

That autumn, he turned six, and my parents focused on figuring out 

where to send him, leaving me to pick up whatever misinformation I could in 

the public schoolyard. 

One afternoon, my parents returned from the institution and sank into 

the living room chairs. 

“They were so poorly clothed,” Mom said. 

“David would be bored. He’s much smarter than those, those—“ Dad 

stopped, exhaling a long, hard breath. 

“I don’t understand why people put them is such ugly clothes. Do they 

think the children are blind? Even if they don’t understand, it’s worse; they 

can’t figure out why people laugh at them. I mean, who do we dress for?” 

Mom went on. Rusty, sensing their tension, chewed on the leg of Mom’s 

chair. 

“Martha, your dog’s eating the furniture again.” 

“He’s always mine when he’s bad and yours when he’s good.” 

Mostly he was Mom’s dog. 

David held his hand out for Rusty to chew, instead. 

We had tried taking Rusty to school once, too. Mom signed him up for 

obedience class at the local church. I led him into the first session, full of 

intimidating matron handlers and purebreds that responded to German 
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commands. Excited by all the other dogs after years of isolation on our 

property, Rusty couldn’t even sit; when the instructor took Rusty’s leash he 

started to shake. When she barked, “Sit,” and pressed his rear, he peed on the 

floor. We never made him go back. Class wouldn’t cure his nervous habit of 

gorging on furniture and David’s Mr. Potatohead creations. 

“There’s no law saying David has to go anywhere, right?” Mom asked. 

“Nothing wrong with our home,” Dad asked, turning to me.  

“Nope. I’ll take care of him,” I told Dad and led David off to play 

doctor. Dolls didn’t interest me; Barbie could not be operated on; the rubber 

was too thick even for Dad’s sharp knives. On David I performed complex, 

daring, experimental operations I promised would cure him. David’s head was 

larger than most—more like Humpty Dumpty’s than a normal boy’s. I 

diagnosed a blockage that needed to be cut through. Dad would fix it one 

day, or I would. In the meantime, I studied him, practicing exploratory surgery. 

When released, David was always happier, at least to be free. 

When I let him leave my room, he stopped short and stared at my 

vanity. After watching awhile, he walked up and stretched out his hand, 

seeing the boy in the mirror did the same, but tentatively, touching with just 

fingertips. The week before, I’d caught him there without my permission, 

opening the miniature perfume bottles on my dresser; to keep him from 

doing it again, I smeared a few of the worst scents on his face. 

David slowly learned to speak in sentences, but not the usual ones. 

Most thought he wasn’t saying anything, but I knew he was. People from the 

other side of the earth had another language so different that their words 

looked like scattered twigs. You had to want to understand. David wasn’t 

stupid, just passionate about things that others dismissed: stones, nests, 

leaves, broken robins’ eggshells, snakeskin and a tiny delicate skull whose 
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labyrinthine passageways crumbled when touched. If anyone moved a feather 

in his collection, he moved it back again. And though he couldn’t articulate 

things, his eyes spoke more eloquently than any words; you could read them 

like the weather: clear blue on good days, gray when clouded, and a 

frightening purple when about to burst into tears. If I’d been cruel again, I 

dragged him to the shower and held his head under a cold stream to 

suppress the telltale welts that rose when he grew upset. Despite that 

sensitive skin, he never cried over physical injuries—otherwise the tears would 

never have stopped. At any given moment he’d have several scratches and a 

dozen bruises. Once he stuck his hand in the flame of the gas stove. 

Afterward, he stared entranced by the flame, scaring Mom so she bought a 

newfangled countertop stove. When he sat on that, my parents reinstalled a 

gas range. David might never comprehend why the counter sometimes 

burned, but the fire, they thought, he could understand. 

My parents tried to protect him, but David hated being watched and 

perfected the art of disappearing. When we paid as little attention to David as 

he did to himself, he was happiest. 

Once he fell off the rowboat into our six-foot mud hole. Then he 

crashed his bicycle on a rock at the bottom of our hill and broke his nose. 

Another time, the swing hit him in the forehead. But he quickly forgot the 

hurt and seemed the same as ever. Someone in the hospital emergency room 

called him “the survivor,” and the name stuck. 

The summer David turned seven, Dad had a pool built and taught us to 

swim. We started with the dead man’s float. “Dead men float because they 

don’t fight,” he instructed. David was good at floating. He drifted around the 

pool, arms and legs perfectly limp, like the frogs that hopped up from the 
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pond and bobbed in the pool until chlorine or Rusty got to them. I sank, as I 

was always fighting. 

The next year Dad had a three-meter board installed so I could practice 

diving. The kids from the woods always egged David into doing belly flops off 

it; afterward, he watched, fascinated, as his front turned red.  

For my sixth birthday Dad gave me a “Little Scientist” microscope, the 

“prodigy” version with three powers and a hundred prepared slides: 

grasshopper wing, fungi and many kinds of skin. I let David look through it 

once, but he didn’t understand why he could see through the lens something 

that he could see with his own eyes wasn’t there. 

My parents always gave me deluxe models, but they learned to give 

David replacements of previous gifts. They would have bought him expensive 

presents, but each time he received duplicates of lost, broken toys or new 

hamsters, he cried with happiness. Maybe he thought them the same ones, 

repaired, recovered or revived, and each time it seemed a greater miracle. He 

hid the new toys carefully. 

I felt I merited the many gifts I received. But only once did I get half of 

what I deserved. The final assignment fall term of third grade, we had to write 

about what Christmas meant to us personally. I had no idea; no one ever 

asked how I felt. For years I’d thought the dark winter holiday marked the 

death of Christ, and Easter, with all the eggs, honored his birth. So I searched 

in the attic through wine crates filled with tree ornaments. On an old card I 

found a verse on Christ’s lonely birth and copied it. My teacher printed the 

poem in the school magazine and explained how it was copyrighted as mine, 

so the government would defend me against anyone stealing those words. 

Years passed before I stopped expecting the police at the door to arrest me 

for stealing words. 
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Most of the week Mom worked, either at Manhattanville or up in her 

study. Sundays she volunteered on the altar guild of Saint Anselm’s. For her, 

the menial chores at church may have served as atonement, since Dad had 

paid for all the newest appliances, and for Mrs. Caulfield, who cooked, 

cleaned and took care of us kids. Mom brought us to church early so she 

could arrange the altar flowers, pour the wine and arrange those awful wafers 

they called bread. (I’d stolen one and it had stuck in my throat so I thought 

I’d choke to death and die in sin—God exacting swift revenge.) David and I 

had to hang around after services, too, while Mom rearranged flowers for the 

sick and washed the communion vessels in a gold-plated sink that drained 

straight into the ground. “So not a drop of Christ’s blood or a crumb of his 

body enters the sewer,” she said. 

Dad went to church with us on Christmas, that year. But he fidgeted in 

the pew more than I did and looked so unhappy that Mom hissed, “So stay 

home and read the Sunday Times.” He rolled his eyes at Father Keeshan’s 

sermons, and back home Dad said, “Words are cheap. Priests talk about dead 

men saving us in the next life. What about this one?” Dad smacked the couch 

next to Rusty’s head and roused the dog from slumber. “I try to save people 

from dying, not encourage them to die martyrs.” 

“But what about God?” Mom asked. 

“Certain parts of him—” Dad began. 

“God is not Mr. Potatohead,” Mom cut in. 

“He’s Mr. Pie in the Sky.” 

Mom whacked the dog chewing a straw angel. Rusty yelped in surprise, 

as she rarely hit him. 

“I grew up going to church, and I want David and Meg to, as well. 

Enjoy your doubts. Just try not to convince them you’re God, or they’re going 
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to have a hell of a time someday.” 

“When I drop dead.” His laugh cracked like a whip through the still 

room. 

That year for Christmas my cousin Kathleen gave me a sand dollar from 

her trip to Georgia. A card explained the five marks stood for the wounds of 

Christ and the little chips inside were doves of the Holy Spirit. As Mom read, 

David lifted the wafer-thin disk to the light. Then he broke the sand dollar in 

two. I grabbed him by the throat and screamed, “Let’s break your neck.” 

“Look, Meg, you can see the doves, now,” Mom tried. 

“I don’t want to see doves; I want my sand dollar.” 

“We’ll buy you another one,” Dad promised.  

I huffed; I wasn’t like David; each replacement of toys he’d broken 

satisfied me less and less. 

Dad handed me a box from my tall stack of gifts he’d bought. I 

shredded the wrapping paper, then tossed aside the gilt-edged Secret 

Garden. David opened one of his gifts. Another Mr. Potatohead kit. I tried to 

screw the plastic pieces into David’s face. He arranged the parts into his 

potato in ways I’d never think of. Not in a million years.  

I asked Dad, “How do we know if it’s a Mr. or Mrs. Potatohead?” 

He took David’s creation and turned it around. 

“If it has eyes in the back of its head, it’s a woman.” 

After Christmas dinner, I still hadn’t forgotten the broken dollar, and 

wouldn’t let David play on the jungle gym, as if there wasn’t enough room for 

both of us on the huge contraption. I made him stand and wait while I hung, 

alone, upside-down, as his eyes looked into mine. If you’ve ever watched 

someone eye to eye but upside-down—in bed, maybe—after you’ve said or 

done something unkind, you’ll know that gaze. 
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* * * 

 

All winter Mom read us the catechism before meals and taught us the 

Lord’s Prayer on the way home from school. Mom wanted David to take first 

communion with the other children his age, and me a year early, to help him 

through. I dreaded the impending humiliation, since I’d have to confess all my 

sins, like the Christmas poem and being mean to him. But since it seemed 

inevitable, I reasoned, better to get it over early, to avoid another year of 

crimes I’d have to confess. 

In September, Mom invited Father Keeshan for dinner and gave Mrs. 

Caulfield the night off. We were nervous that Mom was cooking. She wouldn’t 

let anyone in the kitchen. We waited outside.  

When she appeared, wiping paste-white hands on her virgin apron, we 

looked up like a family waiting outside the delivery room. 

“I fixed a lobster quiche he’d raved about at a church potluck supper, 

and sour cream peach pie. Do you think it’s a sin to have two pies for 

dinner?”  

We shook our heads solemnly.  

“Quiche for Keeshan,” Dad sang as the doorbell rang. Mom ran and 

opened it. 

“Pants!” I cried, never having seen a priest in them. 

“Hunh?” Keeshan blurted, handing me his raincoat. This was the first 

time I’d been close to him. It dawned on me that he spoke so loudly because 

he was a little deaf. 

“Thanks!” I said, revising my first comment. 

He patted me on the head. 

“Would you like a drink?” Dad offered. “A Virgin Mary?” 
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Keeshan nodded. We sat down in the living room and I watched Dad 

pour a shot of vodka into both glasses. Marys in our house were always 

Bloody, in accordance with Dad’s theology. “Motherhood is a gory thing,” 

he’d told me. “That’s what makes it sacred. Your mother bled a lot, especially 

when she had you. That any of us survive this bloody life is the real miracle—

not some fantasy of virgin birth thousands of years back in the dust.” 

“The hydrangeas last week were so stunning; I took them to Dorothy at 

the hospital, and she really appreciated . . .” Mom talked fast, so none of us, 

especially Dad, could say anything stupid.  

Keeshan nervously sipped his drink. But I could see that David made 

him more uncomfortable than we did. Some people began acting strangely 

around David, as if their normalcy depended on everyone else’s. Or were they 

afraid because David could see through their false fronts? With fakes, his eyes 

turned the color of TV sets off the air and he’d start screaming, crying—or 

both. I played “Here’s the church” with David to distract him from the priest. 

When the kitchen timer rang, we sat down to eat. Mom served the 

quiche and we dug in; Father Keeshan took advantage of our silence to talk 

about his plans to raise twenty thousand for improvements to the sacristy. 

Dad grunted—whether from annoyance at the topic of money or delight at 

the quiche, I couldn’t tell. When the priest started eating, Mom said, “Father 

Keeshan, it would make me very happy if you could take David and Megan 

together for catechism this year.” 

“Megan could go early; that would be fine,” Keeshan replied. “But 

David—“ 

“He’s been learning the tenets already.” 

Keeshan turned to him and asked, “David, who is our Father’s only 

son?” 
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My brother curled his hand tentatively toward himself. 

“He thought you said ‘your father,’ not ours,” Mom said. “He knows the 

Lord’s Prayer, most of the time.” 

“But he doesn’t understand what God means, does he?” 

“Just like all the other kids,” Mom answered. 

“Just like all the priests,” Dad said.  

The priest turned pale and his mouth opened, though nothing came 

out.  

“Ha, ha, ha,” I laughed fakely, trying to make Dad’s insult into a joke. 

But my laugh was the last straw for the priest. 

“If that’s what you think,” Keeshan said, rising. “I’ll leave you in peace.” 

He waited a moment but none of us knew what to say, so he had to go 

through with his promise. I got his coat; he turned his back and I slipped it up 

his dangling arms. He unlatched the front door himself and left it open. None 

of us shut it. Dad took half the priest’s untouched quiche and gave the rest to 

David. Mom ran to the kitchen; we let her be, and after a while she returned 

with dessert.  

“Stupid of him to miss the pie,” I said. 

“That means more for us,” Dad commented.  

“Yes,” Mom sighed, and started to split the dessert into four quarters. 

David looked at each of us and then began to scream and thrash. I 

grabbed him, but he broke free and spun to the left, hitting the mirror. It 

crashed to the floor. I looked at the silver shards scattered on the rug, my 

own broken face staring up back in fright. David ran out through the open 

front door.  

“Megan, where’s your brother?” Mom asked, appearing from the 

kitchen.  
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In answer, I fled. I flailed at the bushes where he hid to avoid my 

operations. Not there. I ran around in the dark, hoping to stumble on him. 

When my eyes adjusted, I noticed the door to the tool shed ajar. Behind the 

blades and scythes, he hunched on the ground and stared straight ahead. The 

air hung acrid with rust and so quiet I could hear his soft breath. That 

moment, in his eyes, ink-blue in darkness, I saw he understood us all, while 

no one, not even I, would ever know what it felt like to be him. 

That Sunday, David and I put on our church clothes, then watched 

Mom sit silently in sweats at the breakfast table past the time we always left 

for church. She was studying her family Bible, reading page one.  

“Mom, are we going anywhere?” I asked. 

She stood silently and walked out back. 

“Probably to hell,” Dad said, burning toast. 

We ate slowly, as there was no reason to rush, and watched Mom start 

to dig in the garden.  

The next Sunday morning, we waited to see if we needed to dress, 

anxious at our new freedom to laze around like Dad. Mom let us fry up 

David’s marbles so they glittered with crazings, but for a week her kitchen 

stank and David walked through the house staring at things, wondering how 

they’d look fried.  

To distract David, Mom served tea to the dolls. She unpacked her 

miniature tea set and her two porcelain dolls, Isabelle and Albertine, 

smoothing out their old lace dresses. Mom set the table while I propped the 

dolls on pillows. She baked miniature muffins; then Mom, David and I sat 

down for tea. We put a muffin on each of the doll’s plates, but since they 

declined even these delicate refreshments, we ate them. David chatted with 

Isabelle, speaking so fast we couldn’t understand. But the dolls sat perfectly 
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still, as if what he said was so riveting they forgot to take a single drop of tea. 

The altar guild, as a peace offering, sent Mom a gift certificate for a 

course in Japanese flower arranging.  

She brought home from the Japan Society “The Zen Doctrine of No 

Mind.” I’d begun to wonder about the mind myself. Schoolwork seemed a lot 

of trivia meant to stuff our heads to keep thoughts from slipping in. And I 

was beginning to understand that even Dad didn’t have a clue how to repair 

David’s brain. If we didn’t know how we knew, what did we know?  

I embraced Mom’s oriental philosophy, as it spurred her to let me skip 

school to see Japanese films in Manhattan with her. I didn’t understand them 

at all, but they made a strong impression, especially the one about a man and 

woman trapped in a house at the bottom of a pit. Sand sifted down, through 

the roof, even, and they had to keep shoveling so it wouldn’t bury them alive. 

We saw a “Noh” play. True to its name, it was dead serious but not much 

happened. There were two characters, a man and a goddess who danced for 

him. They moved slowly as ghosts, but it struck me as true: if there were 

gods, they were retarded.  

That year we had our first live Christmas tree, its roots tied up in 

burlap. Mom decorated the branches with white paper cranes. My parents 

gave me the sand dollar they’d promised me when David had broken mine. I 

laid the new one on David’s outstretched palm. He cradled the shell as if it 

were alive. 

On Easter, David could have knocked me over with one of his feathers 

when we didn’t go to church. Dad still set up a penny hunt, and as always I 

found the dollar, but David returned from the yard with a baby blue egg; it 

made my hoard of coins seem tarnished and flat. Ignoring Rusty choking on 

plastic Easter straw, I tore open my biggest gift, a junior encyclopedia. But 
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when Dad brought out David’s present, a rabbit from the hospital labs, I let 

the book’s pages slide closed and watched the white rabbit hop around the 

room. 

“The staff draw blood from their ears, for tests. But after a few weeks, 

the clever beasts learn to drain their ear veins completely whenever a human 

appears.” 

“We can call him Edward Hopper,” Mom said, holding the dog, which 

whimpered and drooled. 

“Or Edvard Munch,” Dad added, watching the rabbit eat their plants. 

Mom handed me a perfectly white egg. 

“Chocolate eggs!” I cried. I knew about these clever European candies 

that looked and felt like a hen’s egg.  

“No, it’s real,” Mom tried to convince me, but I could tell by the heft 

that the center was hollow and by the way nothing moved when shaken.  

“It’s fake,” I protested. 

“Give it to me, I’ll show you,” Mom said, took the egg for a moment, 

then slipped me a different one that quivered inside when shaken, and the 

shell felt cold from the fridge. 

“Now it’s real,” I said. 

“Just a second ago you said you knew it wasn’t,” Dad chided. 

“I’ll prove it.” Without thinking through the consequences, I dropped 

the real egg. It landed on the bare wood floor with a thud and rolled to the 

corner. My parents stared in fright. I picked the egg up and examined the 

shell: not a crack. Mom quickly took it back to the fridge and gave me the 

fake egg. 

“Sorry, you were right.” 
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David had cradled his blue egg while watching the whole scene, then 

he followed my example and let the egg fall; its tiny shell smashed with a 

sound softer than crinkling tinsel. 

 

* * * 

 

After Easter, Mom took me to the library. 

“Do you have Noh plays?” she asked. 

“No place for what?” the librarian asked back. 

She brought home a coffee table book on oriental gardens.  

“Picture book,” David said, coming to the living room after dinner. “Tell 

me the story.” 

“Well,” Mom said, “In the beginning, the world was all garden.” 

“Then people had too many children—“ 

“Well, two,” Mom corrected. 

“And they started to fight,” Dad said. 

David nodded knowingly. 

“And the gods fled.” 

Later, I read the book’s foreword. 

A thousand years ago, the Japanese thought they’d overpopulated the 

islands and the gods had fled in search of new gardens like the peaceful ones 

they used to know. So people dredged lakes in their back yards and built 

miniature isles to lure the gods back. Those who couldn’t have lakes built 

meditation gardens with stones in place of islands and gravel raked in waves. 

The art of choosing stones grew complex; whole books discussed the 

meaning of shapes and arrangements. One form represented the immortal, 

one the body and another the heart. Each configuration of the three did 
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something different. One brought growth, another, eternal peace. An intricate 

system of geomancy was beyond me, but I understood there were four 

Immortals, one for each of us, and we needed to lure them to our garden. To 

please them, we’d need a stream in the east for the Blue Dragon, a hill for the 

Black Tortoise in the north, for the White Tiger a westward path, and a 

southern pond for the Red Phoenix. Then came the tea garden, a retreat from 

the three-fold world of form, formless and desire. Along the path to it was a 

place to wash with a well and a lantern to light the path.  

“Daddy, can we have a garden like that in back?” I whined until he 

gave in. 

Dad created a plan for the ultimate garden. He’d have the lake moved 

from north to south, near the house, and the stream channeled in a long 

curve from the west. On the stream’s far shore he’d plant a stand of bamboo, 

on this side, would lie a path with a bower and well for washing. At the end 

of the walk, where he’d once intended to build a tennis court, he planned a 

meditation garden and teahouse. At first, Dad wanted to have the pond 

dredged in the shape of the Chinese character for heart, but he dropped the 

idea as too much for Joe Mahoney and his workmen.  

Memorial week, Dad explained to Old Mahoney what he wanted. Joe 

shook his head and said, “This is going to cost you, Mr. O’Brien.” 

With a wave of the hand Dad answered, “You just do what needs to be 

done.” Dad wrote out checks the same way he carved the Sunday roast, sure 

that there would be more than enough. 

In June, while Joe’s men moved the lake, we rented a house in Martha’s 

Vineyard. To get to Squibnocket Beach, we had to walk on boards laid over a 

few yards of round stones washed up by storms. Dad decided to line the new 

lake with them, so each day we chose the most beautiful and piled them in 
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the car trunk. At the beach, I piled sand over David, decorating the mound 

with stones. 

“Bury me again,” he begged when dug out. 

Back home after two weeks, we walked behind the house to see how 

the lake looked. Dad’s lawn was ruined; muddy truck tracks cut across it in 

forty places, but he didn’t flinch. He said he liked the patterns, those marks 

like snakes’ backs rising out of the ground. 

We covered the bottom of the shallow pond with stones. Dad ordered 

Japanese carp, water lilies, and one night-blooming blue lotus I begged for. 

He planted a bank of bamboo and Japanese maples against the fences our 

neighbors had erected. Mom had all the furniture—every chair, bed and rug—

taken to the basement and the wood floors polished until they shone. Before, 

she had forced us to wear shoes as if we might die of bare feet; now she had 

everyone take them off at the front door. Mrs. Caulfield balked, so she wore 

Dad’s huge socks over her shoes. On the bare wood Mom laid thin cotton 

mattresses and pillows whose covers she sewed from blue and gold silk. A 

rice paper screen replaced a dark Biblical scene. We threw out the TV. At 

night, Mom and Dad cast hand shadows of animals on the Japanese screen. 

Arrangements with feathers, rocks and pieces of driftwood replaced 

Madonnas and silk flowers. Now the whole house looked like David’s room, 

except for one living room corner with a sofa and table in case of emergency, 

but we felt fairly safe from the possibility of anyone dropping in. 

Seeds were the ideal food. Mom didn’t know if eggs were 

permissible—not really animals, but not dead, either. Maybe they were a kind 

of seed, too, so we had them on Sundays, instead of the roasts that Dad, 

surgeon general of our house, had cut up with such skill. He struggled with 

the rest of us to get enough rice on chopsticks to survive. Bowls Mom made 
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by hand replaced the old silver and china. Tea became a ceremony on Sunday 

mornings, while we divided the newspaper between the four of us; I read the 

comics while David folded ads into paper boats to sail on the pond.  

After clearing the attic of clutter over July 4th, Mom decided to use it 

as a studio. She did ink brush portraits of David. Mom never asked me to 

pose for her, and I was upset until I looked at the pictures while she was out. 

At first I thought I had the wrong pile; they seemed more like landscapes. 

Then I understood why she used David as model: he was the only person who 

wouldn’t be disturbed. Tacked to her easel was a quote from a Japanese 

book: “He who deliberates and moves his brush intent on making a picture 

misses to a still greater extent the art of painting. Draw bamboos for ten 

years, become bamboo, know that it is both nothing and all, then forget all 

about bamboo.” 

The carp arrived in large plastic bags that had to float on the pond for 

two hours. We planted water lilies while Rusty pawed the plastic; the fish 

inside flashed gold in the light. When we cut the sacks open, the carp hid 

under the dark leaf pads. 

Next, we searched for a lantern. Dad drove us to an oriental art gallery 

near the Metropolitan Museum in New York. The owner explained the history 

of his three lanterns, though we knew immediately which one we wanted: the 

oldest one, from a real temple. Three men wrapped the pale stone in blankets 

and laid it in the back of our car. Mahoney’s workers lifted it onto our lawn.  

“Careful,” Dad said. “This cost a thousand dollars.”  

The workers almost dropped the stone in shock.  

They bulldozed a rectangle and dumped blue gravel that we raked into 

waves. Then we dug several holes in search of big stones, cleaning off dirt 

with shoe brushes. Rusty ran back and forth between excavations, snorting 
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with excitement. We dug up a lot of stones before we found four we thought 

right. We washed them with chamois cloths and carried each boulder by 

hand, to avoid scratches. At the gravel plot we stood and gathered courage; 

we had to get the placement right the first time—rearranging them destroyed 

their power, said a book written in AD 917. If our group looked wrong, we’d 

have to find all new rocks. Mom laid out the reclining stone and Dad placed 

the heart rock beside it. I put a small boulder behind that. Then each of us 

put a hand on the immortal, as on an Ouija board. It had to stand a little off-

center, and alone. We pushed the long stone upright. Then we all backed off 

except David, who held on.  

“Perfect?” Mom asked. 

“I think so,” Dad said. 

Rusty showed his approval by christening the arrangement. 

Then Dad made a fence of the flourishing bamboo tied with dried 

marsh grass he’d saved from the old pond. Each evening he returned from 

the hospital exhausted, but work on the garden revived him. 

Everything in the garden had to be wood, grass or stone. Dad even 

dug up the underground sprinkler system and tossed the once haughty 

spouts in a pile like crabgrass. He told Mahoney not to mow anymore. Dad 

brought home dozens of wizened lab rabbits and set them free in the 

rampant grass. By August, Rusty’s head hardly showed above the field as he 

searched for them. My father, priest of plastic gloves and metal scalpels, 

insisted on replacing our metal mailbox with one he made himself from the 

hollow log of a fallen tree. The mailman said it didn’t meet federal postal 

regulations. Dad stuck a bottle of Johnnie Walker Black in it and the man 

never mentioned regulations again. 
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The last two weeks in August turned humid and hot. Our teahouse, the 

crowning jewel, still had to be built, but work was abandoned until the heat 

passed. Everything grew like wildfire, fed by afternoon thunderstorms. Our 

yard turned exotic, if not strictly by the book Japanese. 

In the afternoon, boys from the woods leeched into the pool. Only 

David played with them. Their shrieks—“Do a flip, chicken!”—came through 

the little window in my basement retreat, but I hardly noticed while devouring 

one Nancy Drew book after another; that year, for my birthday, I’d received 

the complete set. In the evening, when the neighbors left, I practiced diving. I 

worked on my forward dive; my coach said to perfect that first. “Every dive,” 

he said, “is a swan dive in disguise.” 

Mom prepared her new course on Eastern philosophy. Dad worked his 

usual long days. Mrs. Caulfield was in charge, but we paid her even less mind 

than she paid us.  

As I read the climax of The Clue of the Velvet Mask on the basement 

sofa, the screams from the pool changed unmistakably, the way a drill does 

when it hits bone. By the time I reached the porch, Mrs. Caulfield was 

kneeling by David’s body on the pool edge. His eyes were wide open and 

brighter than I’d ever seen them. Then the lake of blood slowly flowing 

around the pebbles in cement touched my bare toes. The neighborhood kids 

dissolved into the darkening woods. No one was supposed to swim while Mrs. 

Caulfield fixed dinner.  

“Would someone call an ambulance?” she cried.  

I ran in and phoned the operator, hanging up after telling her we 

needed help. Then I realized she hadn’t got our address. After redialing and 

waiting to be reconnected, I could hardly say who or where I was. 
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After twenty minutes, the ambulance crew arrived, examined David and 

then silently carried him off. Arms flailing awkwardly, Mrs. Caulfield trotted in 

sock-covered shoes out the driveway. The ambulance never turned on its 

flashing lights. Then I knew no one, not even Dad, could save my brother. 

Hearts could be shocked back into life, but heads were much more difficult. I 

had watched his eyes turn gray, the way tropical fish pale when you take 

them from the water. He’d lain so calmly, as if death were easy. 

Alone in the garden, I couldn’t see and felt hollow as my chest 

tightened in spasms, forcing air out. Then my head turned unbearably heavy, 

like a lead ball plummeting me to the deep blue of the pool. 

 

* * * 

 

The next morning a man from the funeral home came, tracking dirt 

from his shoes across the floor. Our parents slumped into the sofa; the 

mortician sat facing them on the lone chair left in the house. I hid behind rice 

paper screens. Mom struggled up from the down pillows, trying to reach the 

tea set to serve him. He began a speech about how we’d get over the pain 

and he was here to help. I wanted to yell that we were different, or David 

was. We’d never “get over him”—he wasn’t an obstacle. 

The funeral director asked our parents what they wanted for David’s 

burial—I hated the way he referred to my brother by name, as if he knew 

him. What did he think he knew except that David was dead? And who of us 

believed that?  

“We want his ashes buried by the lantern, where we planned the 

pagoda,” Dad answered. 

“Pagoda?” 
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Dad pointed past the man, out the window behind him. After a 

moment’s pause the mortician turned around to look. Out past our now quiet 

pool and peony bed stood the lantern in the hot gloom. A stray hose used to 

wash my brother’s blood away twisted towards it through the overgrown 

grass. Beyond, the garden loomed, chaotic and dark. 

“I don’t mean to sound rude, Mr. O’Brien, but I’ve never heard of 

anyone in modern times, at least in this part of the world, burying anything 

other than a pet in their backyard.” He took a cookie from our silver tray. 

“Cremation is fine, if that’s what you prefer, but do you really want to look at 

your son’s grave morning, noon and night—forever?” 

Mom and Dad looked blankly back. 

“And there are legal complications, permits and rules. But if you’re 

really set on this, I can call a lawyer, though I have to warn you it’ll cost—“ 

“What hasn’t?” Dad asked. 

“Not to speak of the mess in your yard to take care of.” 

“Have I hired you as caretaker here?” Dad asked, straining toward him. 

“But—“ the undertaker began, then stopped, though we all knew what 

he wanted to say: “Why can’t you have a normal burial like everyone else?” 

Dad fell back into the sofa so hard it sighed. I wanted him to keep 

fighting, but David hated all our fights. Our parents sank further into the 

down. Neither touched their tea or the petit fours that had materialized. 

Finally, Mom said, “I guess we’ll just bury him in the family plot.” 

“If that’s what you want,” Dad told the funeral director, who smiled 

guardedly while he pulled out a book of sample caskets.  

“And what would you like him to wear, Mrs. O’Brien?” 

“It doesn’t matter,” Mom answered. 
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But our parents still insisted on holding the service in the graveyard 

chapel, not St. Anselm’s, and asked the priest from Saint Francis of Assisi to 

perform the service.  

“Keep it brief,” Dad told the priest. 

Few people came—mostly women from Mom’s church guild. They 

subtly hinted to her that her son’s death was for the best, especially for me—

David had held me back. But even I knew the lure of reacceptance was 

illusory; we’d be ostracized, as we always had been—this time as the family 

that let their only son die.  

I don’t remember anything of the service, only the mess of mud beside 

the grave and the hulk of a marker hunched on one side like a waiting 

vulture. I looked away from nearby graves stained with plastic bouquets, into 

the trees and knew David wasn’t there in that box but out in those woods, 

waiting in each leaf and feather he would have seen.  

After the burial, we returned alone to the house; Mom told Mrs. 

Caulfield to take a long weekend. For the next three days no one came and 

no one left. Dad nursed his glass of whiskey from morning to night, but Mom 

neither drank nor ate. She’d always been small; now her arms seemed thin as 

sticks, the few times I saw her descend from the attic. Rusty loped round and 

round his path at the edge of the property while the three of us went our 

separate ways in the house. Dad sat on the couch with his glass and stared 

out the window or down at last Friday’s newspaper, punching it every once in 

a while, the way men do on trains. And I sat in front of my vanity, staring at 

the mirror; I threw all the perfume bottles into the wastebasket, and then 

went into David’s room. I took his shells, stones, feathers and bones and felt 

each one, then replaced each exactly the way he liked. 

When my stomach rumbled louder than his hamsters running their 
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wheels, I went downstairs to boil myself an egg, though eggs disturbed me, 

the way they felt, the way when you rolled a cooked one in your hand, the 

cracked shell clung to the thin membrane beneath, and the taste of the 

inevitable stray piece of shell cracking dryly between your teeth. No matter 

how carefully I cradled the egg while lowering it into the boiling water, the 

shell always cracked. The white oozed out, rose and hardened in strange 

shapes like mushroom clouds, and a sickly, clinging smell of sulfur hung in 

the air. 

I lit the gas and looked down at the flame beside my hand, with no 

David to hold me back. Egg was the only thing I knew how to cook, and only 

because we owned a clear plastic egg that went in with the real one. The 

artificial egg turned purple and shrank when the real one should be done. 

There I stood, watching the real egg and the fake and the blue flame under 

them both. 
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BURNER: ‘ROUND AND ‘ROUND  

MELANIE FAITH 
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MOST OF MY FILES ARE BACKED UP  

KARAN MADHOK 

 

nothing is accidently lost anymore  

a world not of photographic memory  

where photographs are memory i store  

shapes colours orange sunsets and white dogs 

  

that remind me of my own humanity  

refracting iridescence off the surface 

of the river or my daughter who i save  

as she smiles or makes a mess evolving 

  

to solid foods or attempts to lift herself 

to see the world from a different angle 

i capture all of it for all of time 

i rescue substitutes to memory 

 

not emotions i could have felt had i peered  

deeper in her eyes instead of through a lens 

and even if by some dumb error of thumb 

i click trash proof remains in purgatory  

 

in the recently-deleted folder  

waiting to be rescued if i so choose  

and the library of images grows up  

to hundreds thousands and tens of thousands 
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moments i have selected to populate 

curate as my reflection of myself 

that i chose as my personal timeline  

memory dies my brain will die I will die 

 

i gift myself my own eternity  

but she already exists my daughter  

there was a time when she tumbled forward 

caught my arms lifted herself and found me 

 

without a lens no safety net she yelped 

in joy so loud that all of infinity 

heard her and it smiled right back 
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ArtSlant Prize Showcase Winner (Painting). He is a Laureate of the 

International Emerging Artist Award (Drawing and Illustration) and of the 2018 

American Art Awards (Naive category). Works may be found in private and 
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D. Avraham is the editor of Holy C.OW. Anthology - SF Stories from the 

Center of the World. He is the author of the satirical novel All About Me – 

Trigger Warning: This Book is Fiction (It’s Not My Fault Press, 2019), and the 

fantasy novels Blight Crissing (Shirtsleeve Press, 2016) and The Shepherd King 

Chronicles: Foundation Stone (Beith David Publishing, 2010). His story “Tick-

Tock Man,” was selected to appear in the upcoming Science Fiction 

anthology, Clash of the Titles, edited by Gil Bavel and with a forward by Paul 

DiFilippo. You can visit D. Avraham at his blog at davraham.com, on Facebook 

(Author.D.Avraham) or on Twitter (davraham818). D. Avraham currently lives 

with his family in the Hebron Hills of Israel, where, aside from writing, he 

teaches at the Jerusalem College of Technology, raises sheep and chickens, 
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home schools his own kids, and tries to stay out of trouble. Sometimes he's 

successful. 

 

Chelsea Bunn is the author of the chapbook “Forgiveness” (Finishing Line 

Press, 2019). Her work appears in Maudlin House, Apathy Magazine, The Ellis 
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Professor of Creative Writing for the BFA program at Navajo Technical 
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Instagram: instagram.com/chelseabunnwriter 
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School 1867-1872" and has won the 2005 Black River Chapbook competition, 

the 14th National Poet Hunt of The MacGuffin, and the Frank O'Hara Prize 

from the Worcester Review in 2014. Her work appears in several poetry 
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Literature, CT Review, The Worcester Review, Paterson Literary Review, Prairie 
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Mary Crow has been published in literary magazines including American 

Poetry Review, New Madrid, Hotel Amerika, A Public Space, Interim, Poet Lore, 

Denver Quarterly, Illuminations, Cimarron Review, Indianola Review, Wisconsin 

Review, and Tulane Review. She has published three chapbooks of poetry and 

three full-length books plus five volumes of poetry translation. Her awards 

include poetry fellowships from the National Endowment for the Arts and the 

Colorado Council on the Arts as well as three Fulbrights. For 14 years she 

served as Poet Laureate of Colorado. She is retired from the faculty of 

Colorado State University's creative writing faculty. She visited Cairo in 2011 

during the Spring Uprising on her way to a residency at El Gouna on the Red 

Sea where she spent the month of January that year. She is circulating a book 

of poems, Just Beyond Tahrir Square, inspired by this trip. 

 

Dominque Dève is a French drawer and painter, primarily of portraits in the 

expressionist, figurative style. You can find out more about him on his 

website: www.dominiquedeve.com 

Instagram: @eventuraportrait 

Buy online: https://www.artfinder.com/dominique-deve 

 

Melanie Faith is a poet, fictionist, photographer, auntie, and professor. Her 

short stories were published in Red Coyote and SunLit Fiction. Her poetry 

most recently appeared in Prometheus Dreaming (May 2019), Up North Lit, 

Meniscus, and Fredericksburg Literary and Art Review. Her photography 

recently appeared in Barren Magazine, Fourth & Sycamore, Harbor Review, 
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her books are available at her Etsy shop. Her next book, Photography for 

Writers, will be available in November 2019. She is currently working on new 

poems and photos. Melanie collects quotes, books, and twinkly costume-

jewelry pins, and she enjoys spending time with her darling nieces. Learn 

more about her latest projects at: https://www.melaniedfaith.com/blog/. 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/writer_faith  

 

Jeremiah Gilbert is an award-winning photographer and avid traveler. He 

likes to travel light and shoot handheld. His travels have taken him to over 

eighty countries spread across five continents. His photography has been 

published internationally, in both digital and print publications, and has been 

exhibited worldwide. His hope is to inspire those who see his work to look 
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Philip Jacobsen's work appeared in the Write Launch in August 2019. He lives 
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Janet Jenkins-Stotts has self-published a novel The Orchid Garden, and a 
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“Burningword Journal,” “The Sea Letter,” “Lighten Up Online,” and “Haibun 

Today.” She lives in Topeka with her husband, Dave, and their min-pin Romeo. 

 

Fredric Koeppel has had poetry published in Vox Poetica, Bareknuckle Poet, 
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Review. He lives in Memphis, Tennessee, and writes the wine review blog 

BiggerThanYourHead.net  

Twitter: @vinohead  

Facebook: www.facebook.com/fredric.koeppel 

 

Neal Lipschutz‘s short fiction for young people and adults has appeared in 

several digital and print literary publications, including American Writers 

Review 2019. 
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Karan Madhok is an Indian writer and a graduate of the MFA programme 

from the American University in Washington, DC. His short fiction and 

translations have been published in The Literary Review, ANMLY, F(r)iction, 

The Aerogram, and Solstice, and forthcoming in Gargoyle Magazine and The 

Lantern Review. He won American University's 2018 Myra Skralew Award for 
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Twitter: @karanmadhok1 
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DS Maolalai has been nominated for Best of the Web and twice for the 

Pushcart Prize. His poetry has been released in two collections, "Love is 

Breaking Plates in the Garden" (Encircle Press, 2016) and "Sad Havoc Among 

the Birds" (Turas Press, 2019). 

Twitter: @diarmo1990 
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